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NEHRU'S MONROE DOCTRINE FOR ASIA 

IN his latest utterance on the Chinese aggressio~. 
Mr. Nehru made bold to announce that lndaa 

would consider any attack on Nepal as an attack 
on India. Nowadays Nepal has maintained her 
claims to complete sovereignty and national in
dependence. She has permitted America {and 
now the USSR) to have embassies in Khatmandu 
and no doubt China will soon get her way and 
instal her own envoy there. 

Mr. B. R. Koiraia, the Prime Minister, has reac~~. 
ed to the Nehru statement with a clear claim for an 
independent foreign policy. The treaty of lnd~ 
with Nepal only stipulates that in times of danger 
by way of aggre[sion from a third power, she will 
consult Jndia before deciding on any course of ac
tion. This diplomlltic language is supp0£ed to -
ensure that Nepal will be guided by Indian advice 
and will accept Indian assistance in ease of aggres
sion by a third power. 

As soon as Chinese occupation of Tibet began 
in s.trength and Chinese moves on the border be
gan to threaten all Himalayan States, even Bhutan 
with whom Tndia has an agreement for defence 
began to have thoughts of ""independence"! The 
Bhutanese Prime Minister spoke ambiguously of 
relying on the UNO for defence and the freedom 
of his State to have its own foreign policy though 
it is bound by treaty to accept the advice of India 
in foreign policyl It is clear that the Bhutanese in 
common with all border peoples do not feel that 
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India's strength is adequate to the responsibility she 
has undertaken. · 

Even border tribe$ in NEFA have been known 
to send partiea with tribute to the Chinese military 
units just beyond the Indian borders. They have 

_been doing this from 19S I when the Chinese troops 
entered the Tibetan area. - · 

Mr. Koirala no d~ubt with ~he. concurrence of 
King Mahindra pins his h~pe on the UNO for real 
defence against any possible attack by the Reds if 1 

they .should transgrese Nepal"s border. His faith 
in panchaheel as a ahield against such penetration 
has been shattered• just as that of the Indian public. 
though Nehru can atill m.uster sufficient support for 
his discredited policy in parliarnenL Mr. Koirala 
announced in reference to Mr. Nehru's statement 
that Nepal · was absolutely independent and will 
have her own arrangement& in ease of necessity. not 
excluding Indian assistance. But no power will be 
expected to send assistance except at her request. 
He added, apparently to mollify the Chinese. that 
he does not anticipate any border incursion from 
the Redsl ' 

He knows that the Chinese have been doing 
propaganda for a Himalayan federation of Nepal. 
Sikkim. Bhutan and NEF A and possibly Ladakh for 
years now, which is now stepped up after the sup• 
pression of the recent Tibetan revoiL -

There is reason to think that this is also the ac- . 
cepted secret policy of Soviet Russia. If Russia 
and China eany out this policy. there is little doubt 



that these small, weak States will succtunb. The 
Chinese and Russian fifth column already operating 
in Nepal under Dr. K. 1. Singh wiil be strengthened 
by foreign support. And anti-Indian elements will 
foster anti-Indian sentiments. Nepal will go out oJ 
India's influence and will join the new :oateilite 
federation in course of time I 

For this eventuality, Mr. Nehru's incompetent 
handling of the situation will be solely responsible. 

From a defence point of view, the mighty aggres
sors will straddle the Himalayas on both sides and 
will confront India in the foot-hills. We shall lose 
the protection of the Himalayas for ever. And 
defence from the- plains is infinitely more difficult. 
To this sorry pass has tpe great Mr. Nehru brought 
his country! 

Any real analogy to the American Monroe doc
trine in regard to South America will involve a 
declaration that India warns all Powers that her 
perimeter ol national det,ence will include the Hima
layan States, Kashmir with Ladakh and the Kara
koram stretch abutting Sinkiang-as well as Burma, 
Malaya, lnclo-China, Ceylon, the Persian Gulf, the 
Red Sea imd the Inaia'n Ocean. 

As Mr. Chester Bowles, former American ambas
sador to India pOinted out, both in his speeches and 
in his fine. book. on global policy called the New 
Dimensions oE Peace, after the departure of the 
British from India, there is a power vaccum from -
Cairo and the Middle East to Hanoi including the 
Indian Ocean and Indonesia. If India will not, 
(out of an obscurantist respect for doctrines of 
pacifism and maya and ahimsa), fill this power gap, 
she cannot blame other Powers if they ~hould ente1 
it I 
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The reluctance of Britain ~nd America to sup
port India as against Portugal in the matter of Goa 
stems from this vac!lum. lndicl'. in possession of 
Goa will not fill the vacuum and Ruosian submarines 
will come to infest the Indian Ocean 

' ·' 
Mr. Nehru is no douiit a lean~ed statesma,l (with 

even a book on world history· to his credit, or dis
credit) but he has no real sense of Power in politics 
and history. He· deals· in abstract ideas and be
haves as though the magic of words like panchsheel 
will influence Powerful States out to aggrandise 
them~elves in the jungle of international relations 
at the expense of the weak and unwary. 

Nonalignment and panchsheel (to which !\h. 
Nehru still clings in despite of the grim fact of 
Chinese aggression and threat of further invasion), 
are poor foundations tor a p,olicy even remotely 
resembling the Monroe doctrine of the United 
States. It should be remembered that Hitler be
fore the war and international communism now 
have snapped their fingers at the Monroe doctrine 
and have penetrated the Latil) .American countries 
with their technique of indirect aggr;ess~on with the 
help of local fifth co1umns in the shape of local 
communist parties owing their allegiance to the 
Kremlin! If even the USA with all her power and 
influence has not been able to maintain her Monroe 
doctrine against communist penetration, panchsheel, 
nonaligned, pacifist, Gandhian, Buddhist India 
can hardly be expected in reason to make any 
reality out of her version cf the Monroe doctrine. 
It is a vain hope. The first requisite for any such 
ambition is the acceptance of the meaning of power 
vacuums and of the responsibility of India to· fill it, 
in combination with stronger Powers if she alone 
cannot do so effectively. 

NEHRU'S TERMS TO CHOU ENLAI 

Though Parliament has formally approved Mr. 
Nehr~'s terms to Chou Enlai, thoughtful peop!e 
have misgivings about the real implications of the 
Indian offer. 

India has offered to r.emain in her present oc
cupied line within her own territory without sending 
even patrols if China ~ithdraws to the Indian bor
der. as shown in Indian maps. China will have to 
withdraw from all the territory she has been oc
cupying from I 9 52 or I 9 53 ever since she com
menced building roads in the Acksaichin area. 
This seems good. But the offer to make a No 
Man's Land of our own terr~tory to the extent oc
cupied by China, a matter of forty or fifty miles in 
central Ladakh, in Bara Hoti in U.P. and Longju 
in Nefa amounts in fact to surr,ender without a fight. 
The gratuitous offer nono send our armed patrols 
in our own territory_ amounts to alienation of it, 
though it may be temporarily. Our intention may 
be temporary alienation but in Real Politic, terri
tory once ceded rarely comes back to the donor! 

There is no reply yet to the offer from China. 
Chinese papers are still publicising. the Chinese prior 
offer of withdrawal of 12! miles from present lines 



C)" i:,c,;_\_ je,ayjng c.hc.ks of :a=.d in the possession 
d U..e e~g:essor. T::.-=re i3 Lttie chance of accept
e:.nce d tte lnd:an proposal by the <lllnese. 

It is not~·ortby that India is oYer-eager to otter 
c.or:.ces~':.::lS eYe::t beb:e they are ~ked for! \\by 
~.ouJd r.-:.t India hold on fum}y to her historic rights 
c.:::! prerare cea!lwhile on a long term basis to de
fe:-d them by ,..ar ii neces~? Because ob,·ious:y 
J:::.dia'l! st:preme leader is tmable to contemplate war 
u a neces!oalY e\-il in human a5'airs and is ine>it
c;.l:,:e under certain circumstances. He thinks that 
...,-ords could be a substitute ,.-hen backed by good 
wtentiom! Or does he think that the future of 
!-,uma.futy is better t.erved by the expansion of Com
r.lur...ist OU::ta than by the independence of India? 

C\"DO~"E.SIA HAS TROL'BLE WITH ~A 

bdonesia has a large Chinese population in her 
~er:-:ton·. eo·en as Thailand and Malaya and Burma 
1:-.ave. -Red China has been claiming them as her 
oa.1:iooaU, sometimes agairut the will of the Chinese 
c.:~ize:1s themse1n.3! The Malayan Chinese settled 
in ~1alaya a c.o'l.!p:e cf centuries ago but still China 
c.laims them as her o"'"ll citizens whose primary 
Jc.yc.lty iliould be to her over and above that due 
to theu- adopted country where they were born and 
".-here tl-,ey earn L'teir lj,-ing! 

TI.e G.inese are industrious people with a turn 
fer bu~;n-=~ Indoneua is full of Chinelie retail 
t:'ler-~hants in the interior ''illages. Recently they 
ha,·e been uk.ed by Red OUna to claim priYileges 
amour:tinz to extra-territoriality reminiscent of the 
E.urooean- Powers before the war of 1914-18. 
They hne become fifth columnists working for 
Red Gina. by and large. although reluctantly. 

!'ow Dr. Subandrio forei2u minister of Indonesia 
"''C.S ~ummcned to Peking ~hile India had her bor
C:er argument "';th China. He was ili-tr~ated and 
made to sign a joint statement gi'\·ing "'-hat amounts 
lo extra-territorial conc~sions to the local Chinese! 
lndonesia had ordered that village Chinese traders 
~hould c.ome to to"'-ns and not carry on any buriness 
in the interior. This "'·as a safety measure. But 
Red China now demands that they ~hould be free 
to trade any,...·here they like. This is a clear inva
~on of the so'•ereign rights of Indonesia. It is re
ported that Peking Fp<;ke to the lndon~n envoy 
i:; the ~..,age of a Master to his £Ubordinate! 

~.h._ :!\'e~~u (and l~dian~) h,a,·e r.oted the arro
~a.nt ·1ar:~age of the earlier O.Jnese l".;otes to them. 

It is no:ewonhy that l\ir. t\ehru now speau of 
tl,e histrJr;c ex~ansioni~ and arrog-ance of the Han 
e;t.·na~h.· d the Chinese and has ~ased referrir~ to 
tl::.e .::''10') ~·ears of uninterrupted Peace bet-.,.·een 
bd:a and China. It was at best a sentimental ar£u
rnent. If there "''U no in,·asion. it was not for l;ck 
d wi:I br.:t for the long distance3 and the primitive
r,esj; of !te means of communication and tran!port 
:n those far-off days. But it appears, according to 
the Bhay;~ya P~ that there "''as once an inva
~ion of the Chinese into Assam through Bunnaf 

But they were defeated and made to sign a treaty 
pro~ not to repeat the adYenhne again! 

The Indonesian troub:e "'ith Red · China shows 
that growing indu...ctrialisation and mili::arism is mak· 
ing China a bad aeighbour ,.-ho has thrown the 
Bandang and Fanchs.hed spirit to the "";nds. \\by 
does not ~!r. ~ehru and Dr. Sukarno call a Ban
dung conference again to deal with these naut:hty 
oe~elopments of the great Chinese patron of ~a~ 
It is clear that China, is serving notice that she is as
swning the targets of the old Japanese Co-prosper· 
ity Sphere in pre-war days! It is the yellow man's 
imperialism with the dream of occup)ing the whole 
of Asia and Australia and the islands in beh\·een I 

bd;a should ha'·e concentrated on defence in 
her post-independence policies of reconstruction 
:naking it a ,-jtcJ part of the £.\·e year plans. She 
has to retrace her steps now and reYise her plans. 
But as yet there is no £i.gn of a chanse in economic 
aims. The proposed third plan is a magnified 
rtplica of the Second Plan on the same unsuccessful 
pattern! 

C. R. AD:t\UTS THE F AlLURE OF 
NONAUGNMENT 

"As for India's nonalignment it has automat.i
cally been terminated by China's action and Rus
sian non-intenention. India's non-alignment 
in the cold war was an admirable policy and help
c:d world peace as long as neither party used '\'io
lerac.e against lndia·s territory. But when an act of 
aggres-sion has happened, it is time to realise and 
notify that non-alignment has ended. \~ben 
aggremon. open and ,-iolent has taken place, non
alignment becomes peace at any price which cer
tainly is not our policy. If the situation does not 
c.all for ~uch a sorry policy, the only question is 

. whether we Eha!l proceed alone and whether we 
are strong enough for it ...• 

If on the other hancf a broader pattern of eelf· 
defence has at some stage to be thought of. 1t is 
better to take a decision at once. Once action is 
commenced, events will move quickly and no ad
,·antage is gained by postponemenL On ilie con
trq . .ry, it "";11 lead to clear disadvantage in every 
re:pecL" 

Swarajya 28 November 1959. 
The question now is why this point of ,;ew urged 

by those -.,.-ho had a more realis~ic undentanding 
of So,iet Russia and Red China from 1949, (by 
this journal and. its contributors among many 
oLhers,) was contemptuously ignored) And why 
is it that it is even now ignored) The puerile argu
ments against mili!ary alliances being trotted forth 
by Pandit Nehru years after year that it causes 
fear and brings the cotd war. (as if the cold war 
were not a Fact sprin.,oing inevitably from the world 
ambition of world communism) are again u5ed to 
support the continuation of non-aJignment! ~fr. ~
Rajagopaladiari. elder statesman and ataunch sup-

{Continutd 011 Jagt 4) 
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The Folly of Non-Alignment 
By M. A. Venkata Rao 

I T. is a sad commentary on the immaturity of the 
· entire personnel of parliament and of the poli
tical classes in the country that the di"credited 
policy of non-alignment in foreign policy should 
have received such near unanimous support. What 
a contrast to the maturity of the British electorate 
that did not return a single communist to parlia
ment in the recent elections! Of the eighteen 
candidates, only one did not lose his security 
deposit! 

Of course it is true that the provision of secon
dary education for all initiated after the first world
war has had time to create an educated electorate. 
It is a wonaer how British working class study cir
cles discuss current economic and political pro
blems. (t is for them that the new Penguin and 
Pelican paper backed cheap editions in their roil
lions were su.Pplied. But in India even college 
educated classes are unable to discuss problems on 
the plane of principle. Weekly journals catering 
to the zest for ideas canvassing current ideologies, 
-socialism, communism, mixed economy, private 
enterprise, totalitarianism etc.-demanding a cer
tain elementary knowledge of the background of 
world politics carry on a precarious existence. 
Educated people do not have the habit of subscrib
ing to such journals of opinion and "criticism nor 

(Contlnued from page 3) 

porter of Mr~ Nehru's foreign policy even afi:e1· 
starting his Swatantra Party has now seen its failure 
and has here given expression to it in clear terms. 

MR. V. K. KRISHNA MENON CON11NUES 
IN OFFICE 

In spite of the almost unanimous opinion of 
critics both in parliament and outside, (barring of 
course the CPI), Mr. Menon is to continue in office! 
The Prime Minister gives hil!l an encomium again. 
The only conclusion is that he shares the pro
communist sentiments of Mr. Menon in spite of the 
dear damage it is doing to Indian integrity! Even 
as Sheikh Abdullah the traitor was supported by 
Mr. Nehru in spite of the clearest evidence of his 
treachery to the country, the Prime Minister is be
having with regard to Mr. Menon. 

It remains to be seen how long the- country will 
take to force the resignation or dismissal of the re
doubtable Mr. Menon. When people have no con
fidence ia him, the fear is inescapabl~ that he will 
soft pedal all defence measures I it is suspected 
_that even yet the military are not supported ade
quately and wholeheartedly in the matter of weapon 
purchase and even of action in ·the field in accor
ing to their own expert knowledge of defence and 
offence I 
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are they accumstomed to discuss principles and far 
~eaehing political events in the light of systematic 
tdeas. They are content with sloganised maxims 
on one side or other, Leftist or Rightist. 

The educated classes in India have too heavy 
a burden to carry the responsibility of running a 
democracy and are failing the country. The most 
crucial of such failures today is the near unanimous 
support that the educated classes have given to 
Mr. Nehru's pet policy of non-alignment in foreign 
affairs. 

Pandi't Nehru seems to be more passionately 
attached to n?n-alignment than to national security l 
Mr. Spratt points out in a recent article in The Radi
cal Humanist that any persons or groups who point 
out the radical inadequacy of non-alignment in view 
of hard facts would have a ready hearing today. 
Well, this journal both in its editorials and in the 
articles of contributors has been pointing out the 
futility and aanger of India's neutrality and neutral
ism for years and has no doubt secured the atten
tion and interest of small groups in several parts 
of the country. But on the whole the general 
pubtic have not been moved enough to protest to 
the· authorities. They have .expressed themselves 
clearly enough against the anti-national attitudes of 
the Communist Party of India but they have yet 
to realise the 'danger to the security of the country 
from the continuation of tile non-alignment policy 
of Pandit Nehru. 

It should he made .clear to the general public 
. that the presen-t danger to national security from 
Lhe Chinese incursions on the Himalayan borders 
and into Ladaiai has been the result of the present 
fashionable policy of non-alignment followed so 
assiduously but unwisely by our famous Prime 
Minister. 

4 

This is capable of bein.g demonstrated beyond 
cavil. In the first place, our Prime Minister 
is wrong in his estimate of the cold war and 
in his attempt to stand out of it. The world 
situation is today more tnan ever governed .by the 
new horizon of international communism. By this 
phrase of new horizon, Khrushchev means the new 
position of global power that the Soviet Union has 
secured since the last war. The Baltic States, East 
European States and completion of annexation of 
Siberia and the .. ~>ecuring of hegemony over Man
churia (through Chinese acquiescence, if not pos
session in the full sense) have all conspired to make 
Russia absolute mi~>tress of the vast Eurasian land 
mass together· with all -its resources in men and 
minerals and economic equipment in the European 
region. 

Stalin used this new power to continue his relent
less pressure on the free world. He broke out in 



Korea as soon as Dean Ache~on declared that North 
Korea was outside ·'the perimeter of American de
fence! He encouraged pressure on Vietnam. He 
probed into Turkish and Iranian frontiers. His suc
cessor Khrushchev has continued his policy and 
added economic competition to the military and 
cliplomatical. Today Russia is very much in evi
dence in the !\'Iiddle East, an area from which the 
Anglo-American Powers eought so vainly to ex
dude her! 

Those who are not aware of this relent!ess 
struggle for world domination going on without a 
moment~s respite between Russia and America (to 
name only the principal Powers) have no right to 
speak on world politics. 

The so-called cold war is the name given to this 
conflict and competition for power between Russia 
and America in which Russia is the aggressor and 
America the defeoder. 

America together with' her allies disarmed herself 
to the bare bone, as it were, after 1945-46, relying 
on the new UNO for future security and peace. 
But Stalin was more ambitious. He retained war 
mobilisation in full strength and used it to wring 
concessions and annex practically the East European 
States conceded to his sphere of influence on the 
unders<tanding that free elections would be held. 
The USA protested against the way in which this 
promise was ignored and force and fraud were used 
in Eecuring jerrymandered election successes to 
communist parties in Hungary, Czechoslovakia and 
other States. But Stalin had his divisions in full 
armed strength and preparedneES, while the \Vest· 
ern armies had melted away and the proteit ac-. 
cordingly remairiea a paper protest! 

The war-time suspension of propaganda against 
Western capitalist countries in Russia was restarted 
cynically even while Berlin was being occupied and 
the war was still on I The war-time comrades who 
gave such substantial lend lease help to Russia and 
gave such military relief through the gigantic am
phibious invasion of the French coast in the Second 
\VeHern Front (without which Russia would have 
been conquered by the Nazis) were immediately 
painted by Russian official propaganda machines as 
class enemi,es and world .exploiters from whom it 
was the mission of Russian communism to rescue 
humanity! 

. Th;s is the origin of the cold war. This origin 
in the .philosophy of Marxism-Leninism. Stalinism 
of the cold war is indisputable. The philosophy 
has continued to inspire day to clay policy in the 
Kremlin. According to the Kremlin. communism 
has its tafk cut out to conquer the world for its own 
philosophy both by direct and indirect aggression. 
Peaceful co-existence is held up as the policy while 
the hot war is inadvisable for Russian safety. But 
even in outw.ard peace, the pressure of communist 
inAuence should be continued inside the free coun
tries through the local communist parties I • This is 
indirect ~ggression as the late Mr. Dulles used to 
call it. There might be no actual Chinese or Rus-

s 

sian personnel in S)Tia. Lebanon, Iraq and in Laos. 
in Indo-China. But infi!tration through local dis
gruntled party men is unmistakable. · Every com
munist party in the different countries of the wor!d 
owes aliegiance to the Russ:an .. mother .. communist 
party. This was secured through the Comint.:rn, 
Cominform in the inter-war and post:war years. 
Today again the subordination of local communist 
parties to the Russian party is secured through per
sonal directions in clandestine meetings between 
their chiefs and through the new Journal on Marxist 
Theory issued from Moscow. 

Indian communist leaders like Ajoy Ghosh and 
Dange visit their chiefs in Moscow and Peking un
ashamedly under the pretext of :;:eeking medical 
assistance, as if communists should be medically 
treated only by communist doctors and as if suffi
ciently competent medical skill is avaiiab!e only in 
communist capitals I The way in which passports are 
issued to these enemies of the country by the Indian 
authorities for such consultations so frequently con
trasts strangely with the denial of passports to anti
communi&t writers and journalists for anti-com
munist meetings abroad I This is one of the ways 
in which Pandit Nehru· s ,government unmistakably 
leans to the communist bloc, in spite of the theory 
of absolute impartiality, claimed by the official non
alignment policy. The visit of D'r. Baliga in recent 
weeks to Peking to see Chou Enlai and Mao 
T setung to negotiate unofficially is a glaring case 
in point. To allow a national committed to com
munism to see the leaders of the invading country 
is the limit by way of favour to the agents of the 
enemy, unthinkable to any sane patriot .. But such 
things happen in Nehru's dispensation. 

The doctrine of communism is that the Russian 
communist system is safe only whe;~ the whole world 
is 'converted to communism. So long as the free 
world with its capitali[tic systems continues in 
power, there will be a capitalistic encirclement. It 
is therefore the fixed and unwavering policy of 
Soviet Russia to expand its influence by every 
means in its power, military and diplomatic and by 
infiltration through local communist partie!. 

The · Satellite countries are incorporated effec
tively into. the political and economic systems of 
Soviet communism. They serve the expansionist 
aims of Soviet Russia. Today, Red China is linked 
indissolubly with the destiny of Soviet Russia. No 
dou~t she will try to regain independence as soon 
as pof'Sib1e when her dependence on Russia be
comes reduced through her own economic pro~res!. 
Red China shares to the full the vision of world 
communism and has earmarked her own share in 
the world loot and sphere of influence. Pandit 
Nehru committed a great blunder in declaring that 
the Chinese Reds were nationallsts and asrarian re
formers first and 1\tarxi:t communists next I This 
was the slogan put forward by the communist men
tors themselves! 1\tany American! like 1\tr. i\lar• 
shall swallowed this bait and vrere deceived. !\lr. 
Nehru followed suit. It is extraordinary how ready 
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and willing these fellow travellers are to believe 
the best of communists. in spite of the plainest evi-
.dence to the contrary. · 

To those who know the inner realities. of the 
aggres~ive doctrine and aggressive policies of Rus
sia and China, Pandit Nehru's trust in them is some
thing naive and childlike in the extreme. He call
ed Stalin-the murderer of million-a Great Man 
of Peace when he died in 19 5 31 He ignored the 
massacre and judicial murder of millions by Mao 
and his henchmen in the early years of consolida
tion of their regime in 1949-50. He: believed them 
·when they asserted that their cartographic aggres
sion did not mean anything in present policy! He 
championed their admission to the UNO as though 
-their membership would make any difference to 
their response to ethical suggestions and standards. 
He ignored Russia's ruthless suppression of Hun
gary's freedom m~vement in 1956. He acquiesced 
in the arrogation of sovereign ri,ghts over Tibet by 
Red China in the belief and trust that Chou Enlai" s 
assurances of respect for Tibetan autonomy would 
be respected. Pandit Nehru poses as the only ex
pert on Communism and the international situation 
but he has displayed a woeful ignorance of the real 
motives and . cruelty of international communist 
masters. 

He has shown himself incapable of' understand
ing real-politik. He ha's derived his sentimental 
policies from Gandhi and Buddha and not from 
Chanakya and Machiavelli. The former are no 
match to the latter in· their own lield of politics. 
Marx and Engels drew the~r maxims from the mili-, 
tary strategist Clausewitzl Wha~ a contrast! 

Pandit Nehru has therefore trusted those who 
should not he trusted, a maxim that Manu and 
Chanakya both. lay down: Do not trust tliose who 
should not be trusljed. Sound judgment in this re
gard is the first qualification in a statesman and thi~ 
is lacking in Pandit Nehru, which is the greatest 
misfortune of our country. The results of Pandit 
Nehru's arrogant self-confidence and ignorant hand~ 
ling of foreign affairs are today plain for all to see 
in the intransigence of the Red Chinese invaders. 
It is symptomatic· of the reluctance of Pandit Nehru 
to realise the full gravity of the invasion that he 
continues to speak of incursi0111S,- taking his· cue from 
V. K. Kristina Menon and the CPI and balks at the 
true words--,invasion and conquest. The occupa
tions of 10,000 square miles of Indian territory in 
LaClakh from Ack.saichin in the north to Fort Khur
nak in cent.ral udakh by the Chinese forces is not · 
fairly deserlbed as a minor incursion. The word 
might be apt for the occupation of Longju in the 
NEF A area but not for the Ladakh penetration. 

The Ch.inese had begun to enter Indian territory 
in Ladakh and use it for their road making and 
other strategic purposes from as early as 1952. 
But the Pancheel Treaty between India and China 
was signed in 19 5 41 Pandit Nehru thought that he 
could by the magic of his sweeet reasonableness and 
the glamour of his name as a world statesman per-
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suade the smiling, sauve diplomatist Chou Enlai to 
withdraw his forces and save his name I He inter
preted Chou in terms of his own naive character 
innocent o~ real politik, with uncritical regard fo; 
moral max1ms draws from Gandhi and Buddha in 
entire oblivion of human nature in the context of 
power! 

India is now to pay the cost of this immaturity 
of her leader in political thinking. 

The world situation as between the communist 
bloc and the free world is such that there! is no mid
dle ground between them. The loss of one is the 
gain of the other. The reason is that the Com
munist bloc aims at world power, world revolution 
and world hegemony under Soviet Russia. It is 
not . merely a doctrine. It is on the other hand 
an ·armed doctrine promoted by continual pressur~ 
of all kinds-diplomatic, conspiratorial through. 
local communist parties under their guidance eco
nomic aid, blackmail, threat, and lastly through 
military aid and intervention as in Korea. The 
defect . of India's non-alignment lies in failing to 
recogmse that the only way by which we could 
shield ourselves against 1the pressure of the com~ 
munist bloc is through firm alliances with America 
as the leader of the free world. Co-existence is 
but a respite. 

1ndia should have used the period of grace from 
1949 ever since China went Red to expand her 
military forces and equipment. She should have 
built strategic roads and aeriaJ in~tallations all 
along the border. She should have included such 
military expenses in her Five Year Plans. The 
elusive doctrine of non-alignment and unjustified 
trud in communist Powers lying at the basis of our 
policy have Jed the country to the present quandary 
of friendlessness. Mr. Herter's neutral statement 
should be an eye-opener ·to us. . If lndi~n security 
is today threatened and China threatens to conquer · 
India, the responsibility lies squarely on our Prime 
Minister. There can be no greater folly that a 
Prime Minieter can indulge in for the mortal injury 
of his country. 

JUST OUT! 
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Menon Gives Away t:he Show 
By M. N. Tholal 

MR. KRISHNA MENON is an unpopular figure 
in the country mainly owing to his bad tem

per, which has to be put down t? his bad liver 
or indigestion. People seem to thmk that he has 
some kind of a mysterious hold on Prime Minister 
Nehru and that, but for him, India's foreign policy 
would have been different. Nothing can be farther 
from the truth. 

We Indians should try to get this straight in 
our minds regarding our Prime Minister. He has 
fashioned himself after Gandhi, not because Gandhi 
was right but because he succeeded in establishing 
himself as a dictator through popular esteem. A 
rnan's hold on Nehru is in direct proportion to the 
zeal with which the man tries to strengthen Nehru's 
hands. That was so with Gandhi. Whether the 
man is a communist or a fellow-traveller or a com
munalist is entirely irrelevant for purposes of fa
vouritism. This kind of personal politics began 
in I 920 with the ascendancy, of Gandhi in the Con-· 
gress. jawaharlal Nehru and Gandhi were poles 
apart, but the former was always loyal to Gandhi 
and disloyal to himself and to his own principles 
and professions, and the result was that he presided 
over the Congress more frequently than any other 
man and ultimately became Prime Minister with the 
help of the Mahatma, defeating Rajaji and Sardar 
Patel because of neither of these two could Gandhi 
say, as he u!ed to say of Jawaharlal, "But I know 
he is loyal to me." 

RUDENESS AND INSOLENCE . 

Nehru knows that Mr~ Krishna Menon is loyal to 
him and that is enough for him. Whatever Mr. 
Krishna Menon is, is due to Nehru's favour. He 
has no standing in the country. He has no 
standing in the Congress. He has standing only 
in the heart of Mr. Nehru and for this stana
ing we have to go back 'to thirty years of his stay 
in England. When Nehru wrote his Autobiography, 
Mr. Menon secured some very good reviews for the 
hook by eminent Labourites in Britain. During 
Nehru's tours in England and the Continent, it was 
Mr. Krishna Menon who used to act as Mr. Nehru's 
unofficial publicity agent and introduce him to Left
ists in Europe. 

I remember in the late twenties the Government 
of India were thinking of prohibiting the return of 
Jawaharlal Nehru to India because of his association 
with Communists in Europe. Motilal Nehru, who 
WI\S then leader of the Swaraj Party in the Central 
Assembly, had to intervene in his usual jovial hail
fellow-well-met manner and tell Sir Alexander Mud
diman, then Home Member~ that if Jawaharlal was 
becoming Communist ·the best way to cure him of 
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Communism was to let him come back home where 
he would shed his Communism at the sight of his 
father. I do not remember the exact words but 
I had the story from Motilal Nehru himself. The 
result was that the Government of India gave up 
the idea of banning Jawah.arlal's entry into India. 

So Mr. Menon has been hand-strengthener of 
Nehru for nearly thirty years and that accounts 
for the affection Mr. Nehru has for him. The day 
Mr. Menon ceases to be Nehru's hand-strengthener 
ther, he will he nowliere. Mr. Nehru found 
in the rude Mr. Menon just the sort of man 
he wanted to deal with ffie USA and the UK 
after their desertion of ln<lia on the Kashmir 
issue. w; are and shall he paying through the 
nose for Mr. Menon' &--which was really Mr. 
Nehru'&--rudeness. That was something unexam
pled in international affairs between members of the 
same Commonwealth and the same (i.e. democra· 
tic) bloc and Mr. Nehru must be having sleepless 
nights for the insolence he permitted himself ( di
l·ectly or through Mr. Menon) to deal with the USA 
and U.K. (With reference to China, Mr. Nehru 
is all for decency and dignity and politeness in lan
guage!) When a small man comes to power, he 
wants to show his power and he wants to exercise 
it the wrong way to show his power. That holds 
true of both Mr. Menon and Mr. Nehru. They are 
twins in this respect. What is the use of being 
powerful, they seem to say, when you have to 
think of the rights and wrongs of the case every 
time you open your mouth'? 
PAUCITY OF EQUIPMENT AND RESOURCES 

After saying all that, I cannot help paying a 
tribute to Mr. Menon for his earnest speech in the 
Lok Sabha on November 26 during the d'ehate on 
Sino-Indian relations. If you want to understand 
the situation, you have to read that speech carefully. 
In the course of his speech, Defence Minister Menon 
said: 

"The Army's taking over control (in Assam) 
did not mean displacement of the police personnel. 
It meant over-all direction by the Army. Displace
ment of all the personnel would-require resource5 
of a character far diff,erent from what it was now." 
Mr. Menon's English is rather poor and what he 
obviously meant was 'resources of a character far 
different from what we have now.') 

And again: The Defence Minister pointed out 
that a modern army could only effectively function 
with necessary equipment. ..... "All I can say is 
that necessary troop ·movements consistent with our 
resources have taken place." 

And yet again: "A Defence Minister must he 
either a fool or a knave or both if he were to 
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cbt.:a1antee wha~ would be the result of a m~>Jtary 
action. All he could say and do is that all the 
Yesources would be put into it ...... As far as we 
can judge 'lt present, it is possible for us, with 
lht. i!mitel resource.;, to take on the limited task." 
(What limited talk i' Although he used the definite 

.article before "limited task' there is no reference 
to the task in the preceding sentences.) 

All these hints at paucity of equipment and re
.Eources by our Defence Minister can leave no doubt 
in any honest mind regarding the desperateness of 
the situation facing the country. He could have 
hardly gone farther than he did. That being the 
situation, the only need of the moment is to make 
up the' deficiency as soon as possible, if we aYe se
rious in counteri'ng the Chinese . threat. But are 
wei' "Economic regeneration" as Mr. Menon put 
it, or "industrial development of the country" as 
Mr. Nehru has been emphasising, is obviously no 
~nswer to the desperate urgency of the situation, 
because it is. a matter not of years but of decades. 
ke we to wait for decades before taking action
which, even according to Mr. Menon, "we must 
take" because our "frontier has been violated i'" 

"We have no military developments on our inter
national frontier," said Mr. Menon, adding, "It is 
one thing to suddenly wake up to one fact when 
a new situation arises •..•• " The new situation 
arose in 1954. The public was not aware of it for 

· live years--it was kept in the dark-but surely 
.Mr. Menon must have known it at least since he 
became' Cabinet Minister and for him to . talk in 
1956 of a new .situ'ation arising or of suddenly wak

.ing up to it, cannot carry conviction. 

Mr. Menon admitted that he had· said in the 
-course of a speech in Bombay recently that India 
was not invaded, adding "invasion is very diffe
l'ent from border incursions." According to the 
Oxford Dictionary· 'invasion' means 'encroachment" 
and 'encroachment" is an act of 'intruding usurping
ly (on other's territory). On the other hand, ac
-cording to the same authority, incursion means 'hos
tile invasion, sudden attack.' Where then is the 
.difference between incursion and invasion, parti
-cularly when incursions have taken place not at 
-one point but at several places along the border 
and have resulted in the usurpation of thousands of 
square miles of our territory} Was it not the same 
Mr. Menon who complained to the Se~urity Coun
-cil that Pakistan had invaded lndiai' All this seems 
to suggest that the word invasion is not being used 
to avoid conflict, the necessary consequence of in
'"asion if it is not to be taken lying down. This· 
minimisin.g of the Chnese invasion of India is of a 
piece with the Prime Minister's hiding the fact from 
the country and is born of our inability, acknow~ 
}edged indirectly by Mr. Menon in his speech, to 
threw back the Chinese owing to paucity of equip
ment ana resources, and may therefore be forgiven. 
But what no patriot will be disposed to forgive is 
the Government's refusal to budge an inch from 
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its policy which has ianded the country in its pre
sent political and military quagmire. 

NOT A MIUTARY ALUANCE! 

It is in this background of paucity of equipment 
and resources that our Prime Minister has been 
threatening to regard an attack· on Sikkim, Bhutan 
and Nepal as an attack on India. But people are 
asking, what about the attack on India herself i' 
That seems to· be a different matter and· is not 
going to be, at least has not yet been, so regarded. 
Indeed, our Defence Minister, who ought to know 
better, has declared. at a public meeting that India 
has not been invaded. There is certainiy one o-reat 
virtue in bemg blind to invasion. You don't have 
to repel it. 

But what about our policy of non-alignmenti' 
Do not these declarations of readiness to repel at
tacks on Sikkim, Bhutan and Nepal constitute pacts 
and alignment with these countries? Are we to 
enter into pacts which can o~ly be liabilities on us 
and which bring us nearer and nearer the brink i' 
And are we to refuse to consider alliances and pacts 
with powers which can ensure the country's safety? 

At his monthly Press Conference on December 
· Z, Mr. Nehru revealed a paragraph in the hitherto 
unpublished letters exchanged between. the Govern~ 
ment~ of India and Nepal when they signed a Treaty 
~f Peace and Friendship in 19"50. That paragraph 
m effect converts the treaty into a pact of mutual 
assistance in case of foreign aggression. The para
graph reads: 

"Neither Government shall tolerate a threat 
to the security of the other by .a foreign ag
gressor. To deal with such a threat, the two 
Governments will consult with each other and 
devise effective counte~-measures." 

Mr. Nehru maintained, however, that this clause 
did not constitute a miiitary alliance but was an 
assurance of help" between friendly countries in the 
event of aggre~ion. What else is a military alii~ 
ance? It is indeed amazing, this trading on the 
people's ignorance of the English language and their 
inferiority complex, on the part of our Prime Minis
ter and Defence Minister. Perhaps ·Mr. Nehru will 
one day tell us that the 5,000 rifles .he supplied to 
Burma, at the request of her Prime Minister U·Nu, 
at a critical juncture in the Burmese Government's 
war on Communists, did not constitute military aid 
at all! -

To revert to the secret clause quoted above, it 
would be interesting to know whether, during the 
five years that the threaLhas been in progressive 
existence, the two Governments have consulted with 
each other, to say nothing of devising counti!r mea
sures to deal with the same. If not, why not? Is 
not this failure another lapse on the part of Mr. 
Nehru i' Surely the clause was not intended to come 
into opera'tion only for the benefit of Nepal? To 
add to Mr. Nehru's discomfiture, the Nepalese Prime 
Minister has come out with the rejoinoer that Nepal 
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Insofar as the Communists are doing just thtat and 
we are not, they are slowly winning the war and 
will continue tp win the war which will occupy the 
rest of our century'. And therefore, in spite of the 
inconsistencies. cruelties and absurdities of their 
system, the balance of vulnerability has been swing
ing from thdr side to ours. 

THE STRATEGY AND TA.CTICS-LENINISM 

Leninism is the strategy and tactics for waging 
this war, for utilizing the revolutionary forces afloat 
in the world for the purpo~e of building totalitarian 
single-party power throughout the world. Lenin
ism claims to be Marxism: the "Marxism'" "'of the 
period of imperialism, world war and world revolu
tion.·· Leninism claims to be Marxism, yet in all 
essential respects it has stood Marxism on its head 
as Marx claims to have stood Hegelianism on its 
.head. 

Marx: Economics determines politics. Lenin: 
Politics determines economics, 

Marx: Revolution comes after capitalism has 
reached its pinnacle and comes first in the most ad
vanced countries. Lenin: Revolution comes first 
where capitalism is weakest-'"tlie break in the sys
tem at ihe point of· its weakest link." . 

Marx: The revolution wffi come fust in Eng
land. or perhaps Germany or F ranee. Lenin: The 
~evolution comes first in Russia, where capitalism 
is weakest, and then we ·carry the revolution to 
advanced Europe, or failing in that, to Asia and 
Africa from backward Russia in order to deny to 
the advanced countries their outlets and markets, 
cut them off from the backward part of the world 
.and cut the undeveloped countries oft from them. 

Marx: TL~ working class Is destined to develop 
its own consciousness, its own theory, its own orga~ 
11izaticn, its own party, and its own revolution. 
Lenin: The worlting cfass left to itself is capable 
only of hcur~E'cis ,thought. Not the "bourgeois· 
minded and vacillating'' working class but a re
''olutionary elite, a classless vanguard party, is the 
guardian. of the workin,g class. It dictates to the 
working class. It rules over the working cla~ 
and all other classes. It uses the working class as 
a battering ram because the urban working class is 
the most unified and concentrated, but it uses the 
peasantry as a battering ram too, and it tries to use 
discontent in all classes. And piling up the dis
-contents, it aims to put _in power not the working 
-clau but its own elite vanguard non-class party. 

If this is so, a revolution ,:an be made in a back-. 
·ward country where the working class is not ripe, 
and the vanguard party can profess to be establish
ing a dictatorship in the name of the proletariat_ 
'vhere it is only beginning to c~me into existence. 
Or, as in China, the peasantry can be used as the 
battering ram. And when the scepter of power 
has been seized, the vanguard party can claim that 
il has established the dictatorship of a proletariat 
which does not yet exist. Or where is tlie pro
letariat of North Vietnam} Ho Chi Minh, dictator 
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in th.e name of a dictatorship of a non-existent pro· 
letar~at t~rough a non-existent party of the pro· 
letanat,. ~1ctates ~ve~ a society which is not only 
not soc1ahst hut 1s shU pre-capitalist. 

I.:eninism can be understood as a strategy and 
tactics for the conquest of power, for the mainten· 
ance and expansion of power, for making that 
power absolute and total; as a prescription for the 
building of a party designed to seize and hold 
power; as a strategy and tactics for the utilization 
of the discontents, the unrests, the disturbances and 
the revolutionary forces which the West has set 
afloat in the world-to the end of subverting 'and 
destroying alV that the West stands for, and all that 
the West .dr~ams of. It is a revolutionary strategy 
for the wmmng to the world and for the remakino 
of man according to Lenin" s bluprint. As such it 
is, of co~rse, .h~ghly vulnerable if there is standing 
over agamst _1t an alert, determined and watchful 
opponent, ready to utilize the revolutionary situa
tions and strategies and to contest for the leader
ship of the forces s:et free by Western civilization 
itself. 

THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION-· PROMISE 
AND PERFORMANCE 

The Russian Revolution is now over 40 years 
old. In the four decades that this new power has 
existed and become total, all of its original pro
mises have turned into .their opposites. Here is 
where an alert opponent would find more vulnera
bilities than he would know what to do with if he 
were really on the job~ 

1. It promised '"land to the peasants." But in 
the end it took away 'even the land which the pea
sants had under the Tsars, and it herded them into 
a new state-owned serfdom. 

2. ·It promise_!:~ "perpetual peace." Instead it 
has produced a totalit8.rian state which forever 
wages a two-fold war-a war on its own people to 
remake them according to its blueprint, and a war 
upon the world. And I don't mean the word 
.. war" figuratively .but literally. When it wages 
war on its own people, it is a real war, a war of 
nerves, a war of quarantine (the Iron Curtain), a 
war of propaganda, of agitation, of conditioning, 
of psychological warfare, of physical warfare,· of 
prisons, of concentration camps, of bombardment 
by loud speakers and press and movies and all the 
means of cultural conditioning and, when necessary, 
a bullet in the base of the brain. At the same time 
it has used this war upon its own people to keep 
them mobilized for unending war to win the world. 

3. It promised '"production for use," that is, for 
the sake of the consumer· and consumers" goods. 
Instead it has set ·up production for production's 
sake, for the sake . _Qf expanding the oppressive 
power of the producer-owner state. 

4. It promised "plenty," and it has produced 
perpetual scarcity of all tlie goods that make life 
gracious, pleasant, easy, cultured, rewarding, full 
of promise and possibility. 

5. The state that was "'to wither away" has ex~ 
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Foreign Aid and Economic Development 
By Prof. C. N. Lawa.nde, M.A. 

E CONOMlC development of underdeveloped 

countries has become an important ob
jective in the post war period and many ad
vanced countries have come towards to help these 
underdeveloped countries, by granting loans-. and 
grants. Although financial assistance for develop
ment is being provided, it should be clear that deve
lopment is a complex process requiring much more 
than financial resources. There is a great gap bet
ween the concept of development potentials and 
formulation of practical proposals designed to 
realise these potentials. There are various ob
stacles in the path of underdeveloped countries to 
achieve rapid economic de'l.~elopment of their eco
nomy and the most important of them are the low 
level of education, the lack of skilled and intelli
gent manpower, low health standards which also 
forms a substantial obstacle to economic develop· 
ment. Development is also hampered by the scarce 
rewurces' of domestic capital available for invest
ment in most underdeveloped countries and a great 
reliance is placed on the foreign aid by the under
developed countries. Scarcity of domestic capital 
is mainly due to low level of national income as 
~ell as inadequate machinery for encouraging sav
mgs and channeling them properly. At present in 
our country the fiscal policy adopted by our rulers 
wedded to socialist pattern of society is certainly 
detrimental to increase savings for investment pur
poses and unless appropriate environment is created 
for increased savings and investment, huge in
\'estment by means of deficit financing will only 
generate inflation and this is what we witness in our 
country. The changes involved by rapid develop
ment are well described by Prof. Gado-il when he 
says '"Rapid development .... means "'chanae in 
traditional organization of production· it ~eans 
rapi~ .acceptance of change in techniqu:s as a nor
mal and c~ntinuing process, acceptance of a change 
?f occupation; a .change over to urban surround
Ings. for a large number of people and other con
comitant changes. Readiness to accept these 
cha';lges •. to be mobile in occupation, habits and 
hab1tat !s a necessary c~mdition precedent of rapid 
economic develOpment. ' 

. In the early stages of development large expen
dlt~re.s a~e. n~cessary to provide basi<; services such 
as 1rngahon, housing, health, education and the 
creaho~ oF this basic superstructure requires largely 
domestic manpower and raw materials and rela-

tively small amounts of capital goods and techni
cal assistance from abroad. In underdevelope~ 
countries about 70% of the total population derive 
their livelihood from agriculture. About 2 5% of 

· the surplus manpower is unet:nployed or under· 
employed for a major part of the year. This lack 
of full employment of the manpower of the coun
try prevents maximum production of goods and 
services a keeps the people poor, depriving many 
of even the minimum requirements for healthy liv
ing. But agricultural development though vital for 
the economic development cannot solve the pro
blem. There must be greater employment outside 
agriculture; the development of basic industries 
which require huge capital provides little employ• 
ment. Secondly such investment produces less con· 
sumer goods which are essential for the sound 
economic development. As a result of this huge 
investment, prices of consumer goods tend to rise 
and_ the economic growth is greatly retarded. The 
development of basic industries must be balanced 
with projects requiring a large labour force and 
thereby utilizing the idle. manpower of the country. 
But for that there is a need of finance. As savings 
are inadequate to meet the needs, the only alter
native is to impose confiscatory pattern of taxation 
on agricultural economy which is now advocated by 
Prof. Raj. Though this method has proved to be 
effective in China and Russia, yet it will deny the 
freedom of con!!umption to the farmer oJ his own 
agricultural goods. Thus it is clear that thi, heavy 
form of taxation will not be feasih1e in underdeve· 
loped countries which seek economic development 
within democratic framework. So the only alter· 
native before the government is to adopt the me· 
thod of deficit financing which i'" economically un
t~:ound due to deficiency of food and cloth. Our 
Planning-· Commission has resorted to this method 
in the Second Five Year Plan with the result that 
the prices of basic necessities have gone up. 

I 

The main impediment to economic develop~ent 
of most of the underdeveloped countries is the in
sufficient supplies of food. If the advanced coun
tries really desire to see the rapid economic deve
lopment of these poor countries. then, instead of 
granting loans and grants in the form of capital 
goods and technical assistance. if the supply of agri
cultural surpluses is made to these poor countries, 
the problems of both advanced as well as poor 
countries would be solved and the economic deve-



lopment of poor countries would he rapid. 
Secondly this new type of foreign aid would remove 
the feu of ric:h countries. They are afraid that 
depressed agricultural economy '\\ill pull them into 
great depression. In order to remove this fear, at
tempts should he made to move these surpluses into 
deficit are.as of the free world so that underdeve
loped countries would he assured of a sufficient sup
ply of food and cloth essential to domestic finance 
of their economic development and they would
concentrate tQ make the best use of loans and 
grants in importing capital goods from abroad -
which are equally e5$ential for rapid industrialisa-
tion. These two types of assistance, namely, basic 
consumer good5! required to make the fullest use of 
the manpower and capital goods for industrialisa
tion should go hand in hand for the balanced eco
nomic growth. Bo~h types of foreign aid are es- -
sential. but the supply of agricultural surpluses from 
the rich - countries would certainly help the poor 
countries to achieve their goal within a short period. 
The objective of foreign aid with "agricultural sur· 
pluses spould be to supply the underdeveloped 
countries with food and cloth greatly essential to 
achieve fuJI employment of the idle manpower. 
This new type of foreign aid shoufd be on long 
term basis. It is ruinous from the economic point 
<)f view to resort to deficit financing without suffi
cient supply of food and cloth for number of years,
and on grant basis. It is clear that the rate of deve
lopment cannot be accelerated in some of the poor 
countries if the only forei~ aid they receive -con
ssts o1 loans which have a reasonable prospect of 
repayment. At present there is a greater demand 
for grants for development and "agricultural sur· 
pluses of the advanced countries will not only meet -
the pent up demand of the people in the under
developed countries, but it would also solve agri
~ultural depression in rich countries. Tile poor 
~ountries at present face inflation and the supply 
of agricultural surpluses would enable the poor 
~ountries to bring the price level to a reasonable 
level. At present, in India we have to face the pro
blem of 1ising price level and it is not possible for· 
us to meet the needs of the population and raise 
their standard of life which is one of the Qbjectives 
of our plans. Heavy investment in basic industries 
by means of deficit financing will help the price 
level to rise. Adequate supply of food would not 
eliminate the need- of capital goods and technical 
assistar.ee. On the contrarY the need for these 
forms of aid might rise as the tempo of develop-. 
ment increased. But there is ito need that this kind 
of aid should he met from the foreign countries. 

·Once the underdeveloped country had shown the 
economic growth with adequate supply of food, it 
would be in a position to borrow the necessary aid 
from the international organisations like- the World 
Bank and I.M.F. 

Thus it is neces:;ary that the foreign aid that we 
~et from the friendly countries !hould be in the 
form of agricultural surplus that would help us to 
fight against inflation that we have to face at the 

present moment. - Eight years- of planning have 
clearly proved that our leaders have failed to meet 
lhe basic needs of the people and the only solution 
lies in getting more food supply from outside. Co
operative farming and State Tradition Food Grains 
would certainly reduce the agricultural output and 
with an increase o.f 5 millions of babies every year 
it would be impossible to raise the staa<lard of l.ife.
of the existing population. Both these fads of our 
Prime Minister would enable him to keep the Com
munists out of power for some time but both these 
measures would help the Communists to come to 
power without much dlfficulty. If the Free coun
tries really aesire to stop the menace of Commun
ism in Asia, then the only course open to them is 
to supply their agricultural surpluses to the under
developed countries so that they may have' the 
satisfar;tion of helping the poor people of under· 
deveiopea countries to raise their standard of life 
and achieve the rapid economic development of the 
poor countries. So far America and other friendly 
countries have . rendered- us a great help but the 
development of our country is at snail's speed; this 
is mainly due to the insufficient ~upply of food ~nd . 
ether basic needs. Unless these needs are suffi
ciently satisfied, economic development of -the 
country would be lopsided.· Economic develop
ment is a process whereby real national income of 
an economy increases over ·a long. period of time 
and if the rate of development is greater than the 
population growth. then the per capita income will 
rise. In poor countries like ours, our main concern 
may be to raise per capita real income by abolishing 
poverty but we must recognize that population is 
growing fa.ster than the rate of development. Ex
cess popuiat'ion may be an asset from the p'oint. of 
future development. If the unemployed . man· 
power can be mobilized for more productive em
ployment, then the excess labour can be a means 
of capital formation. At bottom the rate of deve- · 
lopm~nt wiil depend on the increases in tfje quan·· 
tity of productive · factors, improvements in the 
quality ot the people a's productive agents and ad
vances in the level of productive technique. To 
achieve rapid economic development it is not neces
sary to cut the present level of consumption but to 
transfer the redundant labour to more productive 
industries and this can be better achieved by the 
imports of agTicultural surpluses from the rich coun
tries. Economiste and others from the rich coun
tries recognise that they must maintain a· sufficiently 
high Tevel of development to avoid depression and 
5ecular stagnation. Unless the rate of development 
is high. a rich country may suffer from general over
production and face a lo!}g run problept of unem• 
ployment. · To avoid the catastrophe it is the duty 
of the rich countries to supply their agricultural sur
pluse!': to the poor countries so that the latter may 
achieve a balanced growth_ within a short period. 
Encouragement of development of poor countries 
is a permanent feature because it will help the free 
·countries to confine the spread of communism and 
to expand the trade between indu~trial nations o1 

· the free world and the poo! countries. 
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Private Sector and Third Plan 
By "Pisces" 

--:o:--

T 
HOl.:GH there is one year more for the com

pletion of the Second Five Year PI~. yet lite~a
ture and loud thinking on the planmng of Third 
Plan is continuing to grow. From the press reports 
it appears that the Third Plan will be bigger than 
the Second. but the question arises- as regards the 
role that th~ private enterprise will be allowed to 
play in the rapid economic de~elopme~t- of the 
country. In spite of many handi~ps pnvate sec
tor has fulfilled its targets ~ven earlier than expect
~d and it is but natural that the private sector 
should be gwen a chance for full and active parh
cipation in the national development. In ~e 
Second Plan the private sector was allowed only 
39t1, ot the totai outlay which was less than what 
w~ allotted to it in the First Plan. The broad out
line of the Third Plan submitted by the Federation 
of Chamber of Commerce and Industry makes a 
strong and convincing case for an increase in the 
~;hare of the private sector from 39% in the Second 
Plan to 4 5% in the Third Plan. The Second Plan 
has given a boost to the economy by emphasising 
the development of basic industries and by giving 
a major role to the public sector. but this should 
be continued in the Third Plan with greater em
phasis on secondary and tertiary industries. To 
achieve this objective. greater reliance should be 
placed on private sector rather than on public sec
tor. In the past the private sector has delivered 
the goods most economically and efficiently and 
the recent fall in tne agricultural and industrial in
vestment is mainly due to the confiscatory pattern 
of taxation and not due to incapacity of the priYate 
{ector to undertake the responsibility of runrung 
big industries~ The Federation says ""there is no· 
1 eason why_ the private- sector should be excluded 
from participating in the development of . the iron 
and ~teel industry or the exploration or exploita
tion of mineral. fuels if it can produce schemes 
which are economically viable.·· ""from this. one 
can easily see that the private sector is very eager 
to play its role in the development of the economy 
but· the present fiscal policy of the Government is 
the main hurdle in the path of the private sector. 
L'nless a proper environment is created in the coun
try it ~-ill be futile on the part of the GoYemment 
to ask the private £ector to play its role within its· 
limited field. From the recent statement made by 
the Prime Minister at A.I.C.C. meeting it appears 
that the priYate sector would be allowed a minor 
role to play in the Third Plan. He says ••the law 
of the jungle where the strong preyed on the weak 
could never be allowed to have a free play in the 
economic £phere in India. •• He continued bv say
ing that ··strong and powerful men in the w~rld in 

the capitalist economy reigned supreme had had their 
claws trimmed and teeth blunted to a considerable 
extent through Government action. It is for this 
reason that we are undertaking planning to give 
equal opportunity to all. the weak and the strong, 
those with sharp daws and fierce teeth and others 
who had smaller claws and feebler teeth"". In 
other words the Prime Minister wants to curtail the 
field of the priYate sector in the Third Plan, t\1\d 
extend the scope of the public sector. 

The pri,·ate sector does not ask the 19•h century 
lai:;sez-faire. but on the contrary it asks a ""reason
able degree of planning and control'". In other 
words all that it wants is that it should be allowed 
to contribute to the fullest extent to the industrial 
development of the country and in the process to 
earn and pay a reasonable returns on the monies 
entrusted to it. On the contrary Go"·ernment and 
particularly Prime Minister believes that the Gov
ernment and Government officials have all wisdom 
and they know what h good for the country. This 
is the basic flaw in our economic planning. The 
Federation has rightly argued that '"the present 
level of taxation has begun to impinge on the rest 
of the country's economy in.such a manner '85 to 
hamper capital accumulation. enterprise and deve
lopmenL •• The right and proper fiscal policy should 
have been to create an economic climate in ~·hic:h 
business can expand. One of the basic principles 
of a fiscal policy in an underdeveloped country like 
ours is to pro"-ide incentives tor mcreased produc
tion. At present we are facing a serious situation 
of rising prices and increasing une~nployment. Both 
these can be oYercome by an increased produc
tion of conswner goods but unfortunately our Plan
ning Commission alleged to be an expert body on 
-Planning has miserably failed to take into account 
the basic and elementary fact in formulating its 
plans. namely. the objectives which it has kept in 
mind in successfully implementing th"! ambitious 
and unrealistic plans can be achieved quickly by 
enlisting the cooperation of the private sector than 
by eliminating it altogether by means of confisca
tory form of taxation on the recommendations of 
Dr. Kaldor. A brief study of the indu~trialised 
countries will show that incentives to increas~d pro
duction is a sine qua non of rapid industrialication. 
In other words. it is the motive force of industrial 
development in any democratic country. On~ must 
say with regret that our planners have completely 
ignored the fact that fiscal policy is not only to 
raise the larger amount of re"·enues to the Govern
ment but to see that the capital accumulation is in
cteased by an increa!ed £Bvings and addi!ional 
investment. At present privat~ sector has be~n re-
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garded as a milch cow from which Government can 
extract maximum amount by means of taxation on -
the ground of national interests. Under such cir
cumstances private enterprise is unable to expand 
and increase employment.. Our economy is a stag
nant economy and the main cause of this is the 
present fiscal policy. Unless the present fiscal 
po1icy is overhauled, there is no chance for the 
pri-late sector to play its role in the national deve
lopment. 

In the pre-independence era, private enterprise 
was allowed to play its role, but the foreign rulers 
had placed many obstacles in its path and it was 
expected that our national government would re
move them but to the surprise of all, our leaders 
have changed the entire outlook. The Government 
is trying to develop the country in every possible 
way but the achievements made during the last 
eight years are not very encouraging. This was 
mainly because of the obstacles that were placed 
again in the 'path of the private enterprise to take 
an active part in the development activities. In 
spite of these difficulties, private enterprise has clear
ly shown that it can surmount the difficulties and 
serve the country. Instead of appreciating and 
giving further o·pportunities to private initiative and 
enterprise to do more for an all round development 
of the country, our Prime Minister has looked upon 
the private enterprise with suspicion. 

Private sector had played an important part in 
gaining independence for our country but this fact is 
forgotten by our leaders who are under the impres
sion that the independence was achieved by their 
sacrifice alone. It is an unfortunate thing to wit
ness that our private sector is lightly forgotten which 
had made a lasting contribution to gain independ
ence. ''It is a .weakness of human nature that you 
are apt to kick the ladder which has brought you 
to the realm of position and power. This maxim 
is very well illustrated in the attitude of our rulers 
in Delhi today to'!ards private sector." 

In order to continue the boost given to the eco
nomy in the Second Plan, in- the Third Plan there 
is an urgent necessity to release the natu'ral force 
of individual initiative and enterprise and allow it 
a free scope to develop. In this connection we 
have to follow the example of West Germany ins
tead of Russia. In the first place we have 
to create the necessary atmosphere in the coun
try which will generate enthusiasm ·and hard 
work. It is not only that we have to mobilize the 
internal resources but we have also to acquire 
foreign capital and. skill on a large scale. For this 
we have to overhaul our present fiscal policy that 
hampers the economic progress of the country.·· · 
Any objective review of economic development in· 
the last few years cannot but fail to give rise to the 
most serious disquiet over the stifling effect which 

ihe aggrandizement of the State is having on eco
nomic expansion. Here it is not a mere matter of 
the State's direct entry into industry, or even the 
heavy load and drain of its calls on resources. Far 
more- insidious in its restrictive consequences in the· 
proliferating structure of controls and administrative 
regulations reared in the name of planning which. 
seems to carry on a continuous and silent slaughter 
of unborn industries. The dismantling of these 
physical curbs on industrialisation is at least as im
portant as the liberalization of fiscal polities or the' 
dilution of ideology for the adequate stimulation. 
of internal resources and foreign capital without. 
which the nation can hardly hope to double its out-
lay on development". Our success in attracting_ 
foreign capital will be in direct proportion to the
success we achieve in releasing the creative ·energies. 
of our people. It is therefore of great importance -
that a large part in the total outlay is allotted to· 
the private sector so that we achieve better stan-· 
dard of living for all and rapid economic develop-· 
ment of the country. In this connection we must 
remember what Dr. L. Erhara had said when he
was in New Delhi for the International Bank Con-
ference. He said "If I reject this term i.e. German. 
economic miracle, it is bec·ause what happened in 
Germany was not a miracle; an economic policy· 
based on the principles of freedom made human. 
labour again appear valuable and useful_ and the 
industriousness and devotion of tne ·people were· 
again made to serve human wellbeing. I share the
view that the economic and social development of 
India does not permit the mere imitation of any· 
pattern, as it is only the creative force of the coun
try_ and its people which will show the right way. 
However, fully, economic planning may be accepted, 
in particular in a phase of development; economic. 
life is not shaped at the draftboard, but by human 
beings and anybody who thinks he can disregard 
basic human nature is heading for frustration. This 
means that the individual must be rendered cons-
cious of the sense and the value of his work and' 
effort, and must be shown· better performance lead
ing to the personal advantage of a better iife. He
must be given the chance of individual deveiopment, 
and must enjoy the fruits of his own succe:.s." 

The Federation of Chamber of Commerce and" 
Industry rightly asks for liberal fiscal policies that 
will help capital formation in the private sector and" 
allow foreign capital ·within the country._ Concen- . 
tration of financial resources in public sector has 
so far not proved to be a superior method of em
ploying resources and the policy that is followe.d" 
at present by the Government of expanding pubhc. 
sector at the cost of· private-- sector should he re
versed in the Third Plan so that rapid economic 
development of the country may take place and the
objectives of raising the standard of life of the= 
millions of people may be achieved. - : 
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panded to totality. Lenin promised that ''every 
cook is to become master of the affairs of the 
state. Now the state is the master of the affairs 
of every cook. 

6. It promised ''freedom," and it has abolished 
all freedoms. . 

7. It promised "the ~orkers' paradise," and has 
immured its peopie behind an impenetrable wall 
and turned their country into a prison for their 
thoughts and for their very lives, which cannot be 
penetrated by learning what happens on the out
side, nor by the freedom to discuss what is happen
ing to themselves on the inside. 

8. It has raised the banner of "national £elf
determination" and "anti-imperialism," but it has 
become the most a,ggressive, the most oppressive, 
the most rapidly expanding imperialist power in the 
history of man. 

Thus-and I have named only a few of the~e 
potential vulnerabilities-all the revolutionary s'o
gans which Lenin sought to use and which the 
Kremlin uses today again&t all peoples, govern
ments and institutions, could easily be turned by a 
determined opponent,_ in tune with our age and 
ready to use revolutionary strategy, into weapon;, 
in our hands. The Communists' hands would prove 
nerveless and lifelet:s if we would but grasp the 
weapons which they are ut:ing against us, which are 
not theirs by right and by right ca-n be made to be
long to us, for they are indeed our weapons. 

We, not they, are today the advocates of genuine 
agrarian reforms and the right of each man to till 
his own land. There is no country in the world 
more badly in need of agrarian reform than the 
USSR itself. 

We, noi they, are the advocates of. a just and 
-enduring peace, based on the respect for the rights 
and the existence of all nations in· being or a born-
:ing or yet to be. ·· 

We, not they, are the champions of the rights and 
f1eedoms of working men, the freedom of 
movement, the freedom to change jobs, the freedom 
to build organizations of their own choosing under 
their own control, the right to elect their own 
officials, to formulate and negotiate their own 
demands, the fight to strike, the right of vote for 
a party and a program and candidates of their own 
choice. · 

We, not they, are able to call the armies to 
"fraternize across the trenches, ·• for it is they .who 
must cut off theil armies from the news of what is 
happening in the West, and we who must make our 
armies and theirs understand what is happening in 
their land. · 

We, not they, are the champions of the freedom 
of the human spirit, of the freedom of the arts and 
science£, freedom of conscience, freedom of belief 
and wonhip, freedom from scarcity and want, and 
from the tyranny of irresponsible and omnipotent 
officials. Though in all these things the free world 
has its own imperfections and lapses, these are the 
things that the free world stands for and in good 
mearure realizes, and these are the things which 
totalitarianism completely destroys and makes high 
treason even to thin~ upon. 

In the battle for the future shape of the world, 
all the creative and explosive weapons are in our 
hands if we have the wit and the understanding to 
take them up. If we do not, then there are no 
psychological or ideological vulnerabilities of 
Communism. If we do, the Communists are vulner
able on every front and it every moment and in 
every layer of their society. Whether the answer 
to this question is Yes or No will determine the out
come of the protracted war that is likely; to occupy 
the rest of our lives and the rest of our century. 

(Concluded) 
-The New Leader. 

The Futility of The Bombay Rents Control Act: 
By D. M. K. 

I T is high time the working of the Bombay Rents 

Control Act which is in force in the CitY, oi 
Bombay for well over' I 2 years, were reviewed and 
recom:idered in its full bearing on her economic 
and social life. In the wake of the huge influx of 
refugees from Western Pakistan after the partition
ing of India and also inconsequence of the crowd
ing into the City of large numbers of people from 
the rurai area in search of jobs and employment 
during the War and thereafter, housing problem in 
the City became more and mor~ acute and house 
rents naturally rocketted high. The Bombay Gov
~rnment then thought of intervening in the matter 
and got the Bombay Rents Control Act passed 
through the legislature in 194 7. The Act, as ex· 
perience has proved. has only benefited a small 
section of the population, that is, old tenants, at 
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the cost ot the much-maligned landlord class and 
also of the generality of the rent-payers. Tho~e 
who speak self-complacently about the pheno· 
menal growth of the Bombay City in recent years. 
will do well to pause for-a-while and consider what 
great price the citizens have had to pay and are still 
paying, for this much-vaunted progress, in terms 
of their physical, moral social and economic CJe· 
gradation. One is reminded of the graphic de£crip· 
lion given by the American economist and social 
thinker, Henry George, in his book "Social Pro
blems", of the miserable overcrowding of popula· 
tion in the American cities, towards the end of the 
nineteenth century. To use his words in this con
necl~on, Bombay is growing ''unwhole!:omdy 
crowdin?, people together till they are pac:-~.1 in 
tiers, family above family''. The Bombay Rents 
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Control Act has in no way, been able lo remedy or 
even to ease this distressing situation. On the other 
hand, it hs" c·nly aggravated it. 

THE NEW PRIVILEGE.!l CLASS 

these new tenaments were leased out for abnormal
ly high rents. In the meanwhile, ov.;n CP to the 
acute shortage of houses the old rent-payoe;3 he2an 
sub-l~tting a part. of their tenaments to the ne;dy 
for high rents, which were almost equal to the rents 

The avowed aims and object;~ of the Act ar~ to ~harged for new building-premi;:es. Thus- a major
check the tendency of the house-rents to rise dis- aty of rent-payers today are simply groanina under 
proportionately, and to give the tenants a ~>ense of the weight of excessive rents, while a few oid rent
security against malafide ejectment from their pre- payers are paying abnormally low rents. This 
mises by the landlords. It would, therefore, be sectio:R of old rent-payers seems to be the only class 
worthwhile to enquire whether these objects have !bat ~as come out successful as the prize winner. 
been achieved and what actual results have flowed an this unseemly scramble and fight for residential 
from the operation of the Act. . The old tenants rooms and apartments. The larger numbers of 
already in possession of the premises, have un- rent-payers as a result are compelled to bear ari 
doubtedly been benefited to some extent. while unusually heavy, unequal and unjust burden of hiO'h 
Rmong the larger sections of the people an unhappy rents in marked contrast to the ridiculously );w 
scramble for a ehelter and a roof overhead, is go- rents that the old occupants are actually payina for 
ing on endlessly with unabated tury and fierceness. the same space and conveniences. The old ~ccu
The old tenants have not been slow in reaping the pants of business premises, particularly, are known 
fullest harvest, out of this hard lot of the people. to have made fortunes by privately lettina them to 
They are bent upon making hay while the sun of others for high rents and huge premi~s. The 
the Rents Control Ast shines brightly on them, and extremely low rents payabie by one· section have 
i.i ever willing to shower' on them all privileges and thus been counterbalanced by the exorbitant rents 
rights, without any corresponding duties and res- paid by another section, and thus the rentals on a 
ponsibilities that generally go with · the real totality at least, have found their market equilibrium 
property-ownership. This new brand of privileged level, though by a circuitous and painful protess. 
··landlords" created by the Bombay Rents Control These results have been contrary to the expecta
Act is behaving with the people hunting for a little tions of the sponsors of the Act who seem, now, 
living space, in the" most heartless manner against to be confused and confounded. The economic 
all canons of equity, justice, and good conscience. laws have indeed, had their sweet revenge on the 
This class is clefrauding, on the one hand, the· ori~ Government and the populace for their attempting 
gina} landlords of their legitima~e profits from the to openly bypass and violate them by governmental 
enhanced rents, and on the other, is screwing out decrees. As Prof. Mises truly obServes "the 
of their sub-tenants exorbitant rents, for the use Government's decree is just. a new· datum and its 
of only a ·part of their premises, which, besides effects are determined by the operation of the 
covering the low rents that they (old tenants) rnarket. ..... it may happen that the final outcome 
themselves pay for the whole premises; leave them of the interference is from the point of view of the 
substantial profits. It may also be noted that most Government's intention. even more unaesirable than 
of such sub-tenants' are created privately without the previous state of affairs. which the Government 
any rent notes or rent receipts. These sub-tenants __ wants to alter." (Prof. Mises· Human Action. 
are completely at the mercy of the old tenants who page _7 55). . .• 
can throw· them into the streets at any time. Thua THE LANDLORDS, THE SPECIAL TARGET 
the Act is blatantly circumvented and contravened 
and high rents are extorted from the sub~tenants 
much above the level oE the "standard rent•• as 
defined in the Act. The distinctive trait of this 
type of exploitation is that the profits go not to the 
1·eal owners of the tenaments, who pay house-taxes 
and other dues to the authorities, but to the new 
privileged class of the old rent-payers, who have 
suddenly become the virtual landlords by a piece 
of legal jugglery and subterfuge. 

THE SWEET REVENGE OP THE 
ECONOMIC LAW 

Contrary to the economic law of prices and rent> 
finding out their equilibrium level on the basis of 
the equality of supply and demand, the Act sought 
to forcibly keep the house rents for the old occupied 
premises down generally to the pre-war level. But 
it left the question of rents for the premises in the 
newly constructed buildings open, to be decided 
as usual by the free market, with the result that 
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Now coming to the cla5s of landlords, this Act 
has reduced it to a most unenviable position. In 
the eyes of the present rulers, the landlords as a 
class are a self-seeking rapacious lot out for the 
pound of flesh from their tenants and as such they 
are not d~rving of any sympathetic consideration. 
That the- landlords· like other sections· of the:popu:. 
lation have their own economic interest to guard and 
protect, appears to be no concern of theirs. The 
clerks, workers and jobbers have had their incomes 
raised in the form of revised pay scales .and wage 
scales, bonuses, profit sharing schemes etc. in keep
ing with the general inflatiqnary trends of prices. 
Even in regard to the essential commodities like 
food and clothing, the government controlled prices 
are as a rule much higher than the pre-war prices, 
and cloth and foodgrain dealers have been allowed 
to make fair profits. But it is beyond one's under
standing why the landlords who also serve the so
ciety· by providing it with the primary necessities 
of residential and business premises, are sought to 



be penal;sed and put down so ruthles<.ly by our 
.~e:rs through discriminative legislations, rules and 
re~~ations.. c..nd •·by, c.! a] persons, the landlords 
a1~:<.e ~ot:Jd be asked to :remain content "'-ith the 
.n:.ife:-ab!y low rents of pre-war days for the old 
prei'Dise!'. The Government do~ _not even al_low 
them to get a fair return on theu mvested capltal. 
at the rate of even 4 per cest. interest, which is 
be:z:g offered now on government securities and 
loa:-.E. Is it therefore any wonder that under the 
circumstances, the landlords find them<.elves unable 
eye:n to eliect the necessary repairs to the o~d bu.ld
inzs and iliat in the ab~ence of any incentin~. their 
b2lding c.c.ti"'.-iL!es have come almost to a dead-stop 
and tl-.at the '\·acuum. thus created m this field is 
now f,]Jed, by adYenturists, upstart contractors who 
unce.rtake to erect premises and apartmen~. on 
what is ccme to be kno"'"D as the 'ownersh:p-con
tr;oct-basi~· and thus shuneiess1y exploit the needy 
people of the Ci!-y? 

Even the attempts of the landlords to take pos
!'ess.ion of the premises from the recalcitrant tenants 
on bona fide grounds mentioned in the· Act itself. 
are generally looked upon .,.-ith disfayour and dis
p!easure by the authorities and the law courts.· 
This fact has emboldened the tenants to effect major 
repairs to the premises without even obtaining the 
coment of their landlords as required by the Act,· 
r>.nd the latter have to look on. helplessly, even 
"'·hen their properties are being altered and in some 
imtances even damaged before their Yery eyes. All 
these facts. coupled with the enforcement of recent 
P.mendment of the Rents Control Act, which lega
Eses all sub-tenancies prior to May 1959. have :re
duced the ownership rights almost to a nullity and 
a farce. The one deplorable effect of this Act has 
been to bring about ill-feeling between the land-
1ords and the tenants and mar their good relations 
which had always been maintained prior to this Act. 

SCRAP THE Acr ALTOC.EffiER 
This sorry state of affairs prevailing in the City 

.,.-ith regard to the housing problem. is mainly, if 
not solely, due to ill-conceived rent-restrictions of 
the Rents Control Act. How such GoYemment in
ten·ention ad"'.·ersely affects the question of liousing 
accommodation is well brought out by Prof. Mis 
~s. He observes ··Rent restrictions creates a hous
ing ~ortage. It increase demand without increas
ing supply •••. if the maximum rents are decreed 
not only for a"'.·ailable rental space hut also for buil
dir:..S:-5 ~till to be constructed. the construction of 
ne~ building is no longer remunerative. It either 
~tops or slumps to a low level; the shortage is 
perpdue.ted. But e'\"en ii rents in new buildings are 
left free. construction ol new buildings, drops. Pro
Fpective in,•estors are deterred. because they !ake 
into account the danger that the Go'\·emment will 
~tt a later date. declare a new emergency and ap
prcpriate " portion of the reYenue in the same "'·ay 
as it did "'-ith the old buildir..gs. •• 

It "'-ill thus be seen that the Go'\"emment' s inter
,·ention in such matters is always !>elf-defeating and 

does not even serve the interest that it wants to do. 
The Rent Controi Act has proved to he a co.ossal 
failure in checking :racketeering and profitening and 
in encoura,aing con~tructton ot new buildings. It 
has entailed untold hardships on the majority of the 
rent-payers. and of course. on the landlords. Even 
the small benefits accruing to the few old rent
payers ate only apparent and not real. Most of 
them Jiye in small tenements just sufficient to ac
commodate their families but out of greed they 
c.hoose to sub-let them to others mostly acquaint
ances, friends and relation£. The results are any
thing hut good. Nobody, neither the old or new 
rentpayer, appears to be happy with the arrange
ment. Gradually ties of blood and friend~hip are 
cut assunder. Quarrels and ejectment proceedings 
become the order of the day which cause bitter
ness ot fee:in~s and f1Dancial lo~es. The over
crowding in n~rrow rooms works havoc with the 
help ot one and all. and Doctor's hllls mount up. 
All these losses completely wipe out ill-gotton gains 
of these old rentpayers. In fact, morality 'and fpi
titual values have ne"'."er been at such a discount, 
as tliey are today in the City. 

This situation calls for some urgent and ener• 
getic action if civilised life of the city is not come 
to a dead-end. The remedy appears to lie in gra
dually remo'\ing the rent restrictions with a view 
to the scrapping up, in the end, of the whole Bom
bay Rents Control Act. This done. the free matket 
'\11-lll release the pent-up economic forces that will 
encourage the construction of more buildings and 
bring down the house rents and relieve consider• 
ably the housing situation. What is needed at the 
present juncture on the part of the Bombay Govern
ment. is absolute robust courage of the great Indian 
~latesman Rajaji,' who was the first to cut the Gor· 
don knot of Government Controls and rationing 
some years back in Madras. and bring relief to the 
people. Our Go'Cemment also can do the £arne 
in the case of Rent Control in the City of Bombay, 
c-nly if it will do some re-thinking and shed-o!f 

·its pre-concei,•ed notions and prejudices of class 
conflict and class welfare. 

DIALECTICAL TI!UiKING 

~'here the Commurusts Are challenge J on facts 
with which Arc.bs or Negtck..s may not be fac::.i:iar, 
they blandly deny that the fads are real. 

A striking example of this occurred d.-ring the 
press conference given by the Soviet ddegation. 
The conference, presided over by Mr. Voronov, 
the editor of Komsomohkai.a Pravda, was invited 
to consider the iniquity of the Vienna new!papers 
in boycotting the festival on the ground& that it is 
a Comm~st propaganda affair. 

But when Mr. Voionov was asked about the jam
ming of the BBC broadcasts to R~ia. he said that 
so far as he knew no such jamming was takin~ 
place. 
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DELHI LETTER 

Appeasement Implicit. in Non-alignment 
(From Our Correspondent) 

T HOSE of us-particularly among the devotees 
of Prime Minister Nehru-who imagined that . 

Mr. Eisenhower was coming to Delhi to fall on his 
knees before the great Nehru and beg of him to 
accept American military aia to resist Chinese in
cursions have received a rude shock on reading in 
their newspapers that President Eisenhower at a 
news conference on December 2 reiterated the pro
position advanced earlier by his Secretary of State, 
Mr. Christian Herter, about the ill-defined nature 
of the McMahon Line on which India bases its 
border claims. The President went so far as to 
say that he did not think any one had ever known 
exactly where the Line was in some parts and said 

- it was a very remote and wild region. ("Barren 
mountains, Sir, where not a blade of grass grows!") 
Apparently Mr. Eisenhower is not prepared to be 
more Indian on the issue than the Indians themselves 
just because he is supposed to be anti-Chinese! 

At his monthly Press Conference .a day later Mr. 
Nehru almost agreed with a dorrespondent that the 
statements on the McMahon Line .by the American 
President and his Secretary of State were due to 
the inability of our Foreign Office to explain to 
Washington clearly India's position on the matter 
and "weak understanding .on the· part of Washina
ton." It may well he that the Americans are loclt 
to understand the problem with all the -strength 
their mind possesses because India's Prime Minister 
and Defence Minister themselves do not attach much 
importance to the issue. A few weeks ago in the 
United States, Mr. Menon described the Chinese 
incursions as "silly and foolish," while Mr. Nehru 
stated at his monthly Press Conference on Decem
her 3 that, in the nature of things, the Chinese 
question would come up during the talks with Presi
dent Eisenhower, adding significa1-1tly: "not that we 
will give it priority or importance. •• It is only in 
the fitness of things that "silly and foolish" acts 
of an otherwise friendly neighbour-against whom 
we are not prepared even to start a cold war
~hould not he given any priority and importance 
at a time when, as Mr. Nehru said, ''the most im
portant thing for him to discuss with the American 
President is the present international developments 
and the lead he has given in finding a way out of 
the tangled situation." 

AMERICAN PRESIDENT'S LEAD 
It is a pity no one at the Press Conference in

quired of Prime Minister Nehru what lead Mr. Eisen
hower had given in finding a way out of the tangled 
situation. The American lead, as every one knows, 
consists in the formation of NATO, the Ba,gdad 
Pact now known as CENTO, and SEATO-and all 
these Mr. Nehru has condemned times without num-

her. As a consequence of the formation of these' 
three organisations-all instruments 'of cold war
the American lead boiled down to "brinkmanship 
from a position of strength," which too was de·· 
nounced in no uncertain terms by Mr. Nehru. This. 
position of strength went so far in the last few 
months as to lead to a refusal to talk to Mr. Khru
shchev unless he gave up his weekly threats to· 
~estern powers to annihilate them, and the bully
mg poor Mr. Khrushchev has had to keep his mouth. 
shut and in fact has had to eat all he said even in 
regard to restoring its freedom to East Berlin. What 
an agonising situation for a bully! All this, briefly· 
known· as cord war, does constitute a lead given 
by the American President in finding · a way out 
of the tangled situation, but all this has been force-
fully condemned times without number by Prime: 
Minitter Nehru. So it is rather difficult to guess 
even by experts on international affairs what iead 
Mr. Nehru was referring to as having been given 
by Mr. Eisenhower in finding a way out of the
tangled situation. 

A few days earlier Mr. Nehru had said in Par•· 
liament in winding up the Sino-Indian debate: "l 
do not think there is any country today which is· 
more anxious for peace than the Soviet Union," 
although a day previous the newspapers had an-
nounced that Soviet troops were to continue to stay 
on·· in Hungary. However, since, in . Mr. Nehru's 

·opinion, PoTand, Czechoslovakia, East Germany,_ 
Hungary, Bulgaria, Rumania, etc. etc., are not· 
coionies of Soviet Russia, they can only .be enlarg·
ing the area of :peace by remaining under the mili
tary control of Soviet Russia. If, therefore, he had' 
referred to the lead given oy Mr. Khrushchev in 
solving world problems--such· as that in Hungary 
_three years ago---everyone would have understood 

- it. But there is nothin.g surprising in what appears
to be a volte face on the- palt of Mr. Nenru within 
a week, as hunting with the hounds and running 
with the hare has heen his pastime since he found 
himself 'between the Scylla of his father Motilal 
Nehru, leader of Swarajists, and the Charybdis of 
Gandhi, the leader of no-changers from -1923· 
onwards. · 

EISENHOWER'S MAIN OBJECT 
But it has not escaped notice here that the 

American President's rather unfriendly observations 
at his Press Conierence on-the eve of his departure 
for India are in· marked. contract to our own Prime 
Minister's ingratiating observations on the eve of 
his departure for foreign lands (pro-American if 
the land to be visited is USA, pro-Russian if the 
land to be visited is Russia) calculated, according 
to cynics, to ensure a big welcome for him.. But 
then Mr. Eisenhower does not seem to believe In 
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-claptrap like our Gandhi and Nehru, claptrap which 
passes for high moral standards, in observing which 
we cannot afford to remember, even in order to 
be consistent, what we said sometime ago on the 
same subject! 

One thing is certain. Mr. Eisenhower's main 
object in his talks with Mr. Nehru will be to bring 
him round to a peaceful solution of the Kaslunir 
issue which today stands between India and Pakis
_tan and which is the root cause of our non-align
ment policy and but for which, as we now know, 
China would not have dared to behave towards 
India as she has been doing. There Is no sense in 
·bewailing expansionist China and at the same time 
refusing to be reasonable towards our neighbours 
who, wlien all is said, are our blood brothers. An 
lndo-Pak Agreement is the greatest need of the 
hour, for without a common defence system among 
Pakistan, India ant;l Burma, underwritten by the 
we£tern powers, it is sheer folly to expect China to 
behave! herself. The sooner we realise it the better 
it will be for our country. Those who do not want 
to realise it, whether for reasons of prestige or jin
goism or fellow-travelling, are on the side of 

·China and against India, wittingly or unwittingly. 
FAUCITY OF M1UTARY EQUIPMENT 

Speaking in the debate on Sino-Indian relations, 
Defence Minister Menon said, while India was op
posed to military aid, it had been obtaining what
ever defence equipment it required from other 
countries, whether from the East or from the West, 
by paying for the equipment. Any military equip
ment taken, he added, was subject to the internal 
legisl!ltion of the country from which it was ob

·tained. Every one knows that that legislation pre
vents sale of the very best military equipment a 
country produces and facilitates sale of out-dated 
equipment which is regarded as scrap or worthless. 
So, in the result, Indian opposition to military aid 
not only means a heavy burden on the exchequer, 
hut what is paid for cannot compete with, for 
·example, what Pakistan gets free from the USA 
or China gets free from Soviet Russia. That in 
fact has been one of the main bones of contention 
between the Defence Chiefs and the Defence Minis
ter. Mr. Menon has been himself forced by the 
march of events to emphasise the paucity of our 
equipment and resources. · Alarming as the situa
tion is, it does not seem to matter to those who 
guide tne rhip of stai:e. They stick to their policy 
whic~ has proved a total failure, because the alter

-native is eating the humble pie, and bravado is in
dulged in to mislead the ignorant and prevent them 
from realising the present desperate situation in all 
its nakedness. (We may expect this bravado to 
increase with every climb down on the part of Mr. 
Nehru). \Ve are even told by no less a man than 
our Prime r-.1inister that, if necessary, we shall fight 
the Chinese with lathis. But why should it be neces
sary to fight at all, for nonviolent people like us} 
And how on eartli with our lathis ever reach the 
Chinere possessing automatic weapons is a question 

·which evidently does not bother our Prime Minister. 

lS 

In this connection the following remarkable letter 
from a correspondent appearing in the HindQ!tan 
Times Las been the talk oi journalists here: 

''The iatest Indian reply to China should make 
every patriotic Indian sad. By withdrawing from 
our own territory, are we not playing into the hands 
of the aggressor, besides besmirching our national 
honour} If the Government of India feels that the 
country's armed strength is not equal to the task 
and therefore the present proposal has been made, 
let the country be taken into confidence. Recent 
reports of shortage of arms and ammunition con
firm tile suspicion that our military is not equip
ped propeiiy. Under ideological compulsion, 
instead. of producing the arms and ammunition re
quired to defend the country, oranance factories 
have been converted into automobile manufactur
ing plants while capacity in existing private units · 
lies i'dle. And yet a Defence Minister who has 
failed to provide the basic needs of the military 
and kept the borders undetended gets kudos from 
the Prime Minister, while two generals whose only' 
fault is their patriotic feeling for the country get a 
dressing down) 

"Let us face the fact that India's defence and 
fore~gn policy today have only two objectives: to 
uphold the prestige of the Prime Minitter who re
fuges to see 'evil in socialist states, and to keep the 
Defence Minister in the much coveted post in the 
teeth of opposition within the Congress Party and 
without.'" 

POOR LEVEL OF DEBATE IN PARUAMENT 
The level of the debate in our Parliament on 

Sino-Indian relations would not have done credit 
to a college-debating society. For example, the 
demand was unanimous that the Government 
should not hesitate to take military measures, if 
necessary, to eject the aggressor from India terri
tory, although Government has been making it clear 
that it was not in a position to do so. And although 
it is obvious to all that this weakness is due to non
alignment, all parties in Parliament are emphati· 
.cally in favour of non-alignment! Even Acharya 
Kripalani, who maintained that no nation could 
afford to be so rigid and narrow in the interpreta· 
tion of its international policy as to abandon the 
idea of foreign military aid in a national emergency, 
<:annot see that foreign military aid is a chimera 
without alignment! It is indeed amazing h"w any 
or.e in his senses can advocate a "tough policy" 
with China and non-alignment at the same time. 
Appeasement and surrender are IDlJ:.tlicit in non
alignment. His policy being what it is, Mr. Nehru is 
perfectly right in strongly depreciating speeches de· 
manding that the Chinese ~hould be kicked out of 
the places they have occupied. As he said in reply 
to those who want the Government to eject the Chin· 
f'se from Indian trritory, "That kind of occasion 
might arise in a war but one did not do 10 in peace 
time. If in peace time one tried this, then it would 
mean war. People seem to think that we need not go 
to war but we can have some petty campaigns here 
and there to eject the Chinese from Indian terri-
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tory. I confess it is beyond my undentanding." 
Quite right. \Ve cannot eject the Chinese from 

our territory because that may mean war and for 
war we are not prepared on account of our policy 
of non-alignment. So we are at the mercy of the 
Chinese and choose to remain at their mercy rather 
than seek military aid from those who are prepared 
to give it to ua provided we give up our non
alignment. No wonder Mr. Nehru hopes China 
will talk after his promise to withdraw from Indian 
territory! · 

Book Reviews 
INDIA OF VEDIC KALPASUTRAS by Ram Gopal 

M.A.. Ph.D., Head of the Department of Sans
krit, Hans Raj College, Delhi and Lecturer in 
the Post-graduate Dept. of Sanskrit, University 
of Delhi. Published by National Publishing 
House, Delhi, 1959. Pages 504. Price Rs. 35.00/,-. 
This is a thesis approved for the degree of doc-

tor of philosophy by the University . of Delhi and 
is a comprehensive survey of th~ principal kal?a
sulras based on original sources. These sources ' 
comprising Sruata, Grihya and Dharma sutras refer 
to almost all aspects of ancient Indian life and 
portray a vivid picture of pre-Buddhist India. They 
are ,indispensable for an understanding of Indian 
culture. · 

They are also of interes.t for revealing affinities 
between the Indian and Europ~an branches of the 
old Aryan race before their separation of and scat- · 
ter in different continents. They show that their 
affinities are not confined to language but extend 
to the major features of life, individual and sociaL 

It is remarkable how the essential features of the 
framework of life, individual and social, of present
day Hinduism, in ceremonial and custom, view of 
life and sense of values go back to these ancient 
sutras that guided o.ur forefathers through the jour
ney of- life from womb to cremation. The conti
nuity is remarkable and recognisable in structure · 
and flavour. 

The author gives a very clear account of the se
veral aspects of ancient life as revealed in these 
kalpa sutras. After five preliminary chapters re
garding the subject matter, ,geographical background 
and. historical age of the sutras, Dr. Ram Gopal 
takes the reader on a round of inspection of the 
social organisation economic life, system of govern
ment, law and justice, laws and customs, marriage 
rites and festivities, maternity and child welfare, 
educational samskaras and sysfem, sacrifices, daily 
and periodical, family life and position of women 
and rounds it up with two chapters on manners 
and religious philosophy. A bibliography and in
dex add to the u~efulness of the publication. 

The pivotal features of the Indian cultural scheme 
denoted by the well-known words-dharma, artha, 
l<;ama and sanatana dhanna -and varna ashrama 
dhanna together with the key concepts of yajna, 
jnana_ kanna, reincarnation, tapas come alive in 

the patient description of the details of the sutras. 
constituting the ancient Indian chart of life seeking 
to help the individual to -go tlirough life with wisdom 
making the best of its gifts and deriving .strength. 
to sustain the viCissitudes thereof. 

Perhaps it may be said that the key idea that 
governed the out~ook on life as embedded in this
palimpsest of custom and ritual and ceremony is . 
that of samskara or sacrament. Dr. Ram Gopal 
poi11ts out justly that the underlying outlook oa. 
life was far from bein.g pessim~stic. It is significant 
that there is no stress on moksha and maya and' 
no • terror of samsara as something to be got· 
rid of through ascetic non-cooperation with life and.· 
its concerns with their surplus ·of pain over pleasure. 
Dharma is the dominant regulating idea. There· 
is here a frank "Yea-saying philosophy" fuJI of ap-
preciation of life and its values. There is a pro~ 
found acceptance of the joys of life. The indivi- · 
dual is cared for from his pre-nata) stage in the· 
womb which is recognised by the earliest samskara.: 
Every stage of Jife-.birth, survival into childhood, 
attainment of boyhood, entry into educated life, 
marriage, having children, entry into the househol
der's stage, death etc. is to be marked by samskaras. 

Life's gifts are accepted in a spirit of profound'· 
thankfulness and its dangers sought to be safeguard
ed through offerings to the gods i.e. cosmic powers. 
The cosrmc dimension is never forgotten but it is' 
not aUowed to shut out the inherent value of the· 
moment, the here and now. 

The problem for the social analyst is how pri·· 
mitive notions of taboo and ritual common all over· 
the globe got transformed into the Indian system. 
of samskaras or sacraments. The sense of the sa
cred and the unholy and untouchable· common to 
primitive_ taboo and mana have been spiritualised' 
into samskaras. How do the Indian samskaras dif~ 
fer from those of other religious faiths, for instance· 
of Christianity and wherein do they offer similari
ties? 

Complete secularism and one-dimensional. out-· 
look is the achievement of recent scientific eras, 
though it was not absent in earlier Greek, Roman· 
and Chinese cultures. It may he that ceremonial· 
ism developed to excess in the Indian scene hut 
would not the remedy of desacramentalisation of 
all values amount to throwing the baby out with 
the bath water? 

Dr. Ram Gopal does not attempt any specula
tion or interpretative hypothesis regarding the Jar· ' 
ger implications of samskaras. He confines himself 
largely to description. . 

The vexed question of the origin of caste too 
is not dealt with beyond. the occupational and· 
ethnic hints of Aryan and Sudra. Surely there is' 
much more in this and· extent theories show the· 
complexitv of the plol.>)em. · He1·e. again, taboo 
mixed with p.nd taken up into higher notions of sams· 
karas may throw some light on the phenomenon. 
What .factors reduced caste to a principle of divi· 
sion into social wholes becoming smaUer and smal-· 
ler with each stage, with the result of weakening:-
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the larger social integrity to which they were all 
occupational contributors in intent and practice? 

Law and Government, justice and property and 
other institutions of society were well developed 
already and offer the bases of Iridian life through
out the centuries. Education with its system of 
teacher-pupil relation and devotion to knowledge 
putting luxury into the background still yields liv
ing principles of creative reconstruction. Today we 
a1e confronted with a radical disorganisation of edu
cational life, both teachers and pupils having lost 
their moorings in the splendid tradition of the past 
in this regard. The system of free education on 
the gurudakshina basis and of the educational com· 
munity or gurukula on the domestic pattern were 
features that fortified education with economic and 
social conditions freeing the student" s life from an
xiety and offering a Climate of natural disciplrne 
related to the necessities of the teacher's household. 
Some such radical re-start in educational policy is 
called for if education is to see better times. 

Dr. Ram Gopal has given us a study that brings 
together the basic data contained in the sutras in 
a systematic and comprehensive way. Such ac~u
rate data are the indispensable preliminary for a~l 
higher interpretation the principles and values em
bodied in the ancient scheme of life. The only 
way of overcoming the dead weight of the past is 
to understand it in the right perspective. Such 
understanding releases the mind for new creative 
effort in the present. Dr. Ram Gopal' s work is 
timely and will long serve as a standard work of 
reference to students. Others too desiring to a re
liable bird's eye view of the cultural tradition of 
India in its practical aspects embodying the Indian 
feeling for values will find it rewarding. 

-M. A. Venkata Rao 

THE BIBLE AS PSYCHIC HISTORY by Rev. Dr. 
Maurice Elliot. Published by Rider and Co. Ltd. 
London. Pages 175. Price ISs. 1959. 
This is a challenge to "rationalism" of the variety 

that has decided against miracles, religious and 
other. 

The religious scriptures of the world, East and 
\Vest, proclaim that God spoke or communicated 
directly to privileged personalities for imparting 
saving knowledge to mankind, knowledge that 
brings "salvation and eternal happiness in heaven." 
The results of such communications form the re
veal~d scriptures of mankind-the Bible Old and 
New Test aments, the Vedas, the Koran, the Bud
dhist Tripitakas-in effect if not in exact parallel
ism to the others. 

Now scriptures are commended to the faith and 
belief of mankind not merely on the inherent moral 
value of their teachings but also and more especial
ly on the strength of the miracles in which they 
abound. The prophets Abraham and Moses and 
jesus the Christ accompanied their Acts with many 
signs and wonders such as healing the sick. God 
spoke to Moses direct and etched the Ten Com
mandments in fire on the living rock-face of the 
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mountain for his sake. God made the sea to part 
to save his followers fleeing from the wrath of the 
Egyptian Pharoah. . 

The modern world has tended to relegate these 
miracles to the limbo of disbelief. It has deve
loped a sense of "antecedent disbelief" about such. 
extra-natural phenomena. Modern tcience esta· 
biishes nature as a network of unbreakable univer
sal and necessary laws that give no room for un
accountable exceptions constituting breaches of such. 
laws. The eighteenth century rationalist-empiricist 
philotopher David Hume demolished the theory of 
miracles by his critique of the law of causality. 

Now believers in traditional religious classics like 
the present author, the Rev. Dr. C. Maurice Elliot 
look to recent psychic studi,es for a rehabilitation 
of miracles.. 

Psychic science has shown that super-normal 
phenomena like levitation, telepathy and television, 
chair-audience and action at a distance have all 
occWTed, whatever the e~pianation may be. Sir 
Oliver Lodge, Sir Aurthur Conan Doyle, Sir Wil
liam Crookes and others have testified to the fac
tual side of these strange proceedings. 

Dr. Elliot gives an account of the miracles of the 
Bible to show their similarity to modern psychic 
phenomena and tries to show their credibility. 
This is a use of modern science to re-establish mira
culous occurrences, so as to restore their \'alue as 
aids to faith in the old religious classics. 

The book should be taken as a challenge by 
rationalists- and its claims analysed and assessed 
scientifically. 

-M.A. V. 

News Digest 
INDIA to BUY HIGH FLYING HEUCOPTER 

India is intending to purchase hii!h altitude heli
copters from U.S. with a view to utilise them for 
patrolling the border with China and Epeedy trans
port of men and materials to inaccessible outposts. 

The new helicopter, which is said to be turbo
engined S-62, and an improvement on the S-5 5 
which India has at pre£ent, can attain a height of 
15,000 feet, carry 12 men and make amphibious 
landings. 

One such helicopter, it is learnt, is being sent to 
India for tests in the mountainous regions. 

CRACKS IN THE IRON CURTAIN 
The recent defections of Polish and Czech mili

tary attaches to the West tell only part of the story 
of unrest behind the Iron Curtain. 

The truth is that 1959 has been a big year for 
Communist official desertions. 

The totals necessarily are secret, but it is known 
that at least a dozen defectors, including another 
military attache, currently are being quizzed by 
U.S. intelligence agents. 

Very few of these are Russians. Most of the 
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big officials come from countries under the heel 
of the Soviet Union. 

All turned themselves in voluntarily, without in
ducement from the U.S. And almost all cite Ru~
tia' s crushing of the Hungarian revolt as the big
ge;t cause of thei~ disillusionment. 

150,000 TONS U.S. RICE FOR INDIA 
New Delhi: India will procure I 50,000 metric 

tons of rice under a supplement to the P. L. 480 
agreement of November 13, 1959, signed in Wash
in!<ton. 

.The new supplementary agreement is \l'alued at 
Rs. 8.8 crores ( 18.5 million dollars) including cost 
of ocean freight. Together with lhe November 13 
agreement, the value of assistance amounts to Rs. 
1 2 2, 2 crores ( 2 57.3 million dollars). 

GOVT.'S POUCY. OF NON-ALIGNMENT 
"C. R.'s" CRITICISM 

Coimbatore: Mr. C. Rajagopalachari said here 
that the Government of India's policy of non-align
ment was responsible for India's present troubles 
with China. Posing all along as India's ally, China 
had duped India and created a serious situation for 
her, he said. 

Mr. Rajagopalachari was addressing the district 
-convention of the Swatantra Party here. 

He said that America would have come to India's 
support on the Sino-Indian border _issue, if India 
had not taken up a stand against America during 
the U.N. debate on Hungary. 

Mr. Rajagopalachari said that Mr. Nehru with 
all his good intentions, had kept as a "closed secret" 
for the past five years from the Indian people the 
information about Chinese incursions into Indian 
territory. The Chinese had all along been construc
ting roads on the Indian border territory. This 
policy had now proved to be a big mistake. It 
was for the people of the country now to consider, 
irrespective of party differences. what they should 
do to overcome the difficulties, he said. 

U.S. ECONOMIC AID 
Washington December 6: Increased U.S. econo

mic aid to India was more likely to retard the rise 
Qf India's livina standards than to help it a report 
-of a British pr~f~or said. . 

Increased aid would "obstruct rather than pro
mote the emergence of a society-resistant to tota-
litarian appeal" in India, it added. _ 

The report was drawn up by Prof. P. T. Bauer, 
of Cambridge University, and published here by the 
American Enterprise Association, a non-parti.oan re
rearch group studying national policy problems. 

The report suggested that the amount of foreign 
~d for India should be made dependent on the 
Indian Government's performance "in pmsuing a 
policy de~igned td raise living standard and to pro
mote an anti-totalitarian society." 

GOVERNMENT'S ATTITUDE TOWARDS 
PRESS CRITICISED 

MR. HOMI MODY'S WARNING 
Mr. Homi Mody, one of the founders of. the 
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Swatantra Party, deplored the Government's atti
tude towards the press in general in India. 

He said that so long as the press dutifully sup
ported the Government and devoted whole pages 
to "opening ceremonies" attended by Ministers, it 
was treated kindly. But the moment the press ven
tured to criticise the Government, it was denounced 
as a "creature ~f capitalism." 

Mr. Mody said it was "sheer perversity" to cri
tici~e and attack the press. '.That way lay the slip
pery slopes to dictatorship," he warned. 

The high and the mighty of the land had become 
extremely sensitive and intolerant of criticism these 
days, he added. 

DISTRESS SALE 
Enca£hments of national savings certificates dur

ing the last few years show that only 40% of the 
certificates issued are allowed to continue to ma
turity. 60,% of the certificates are cashed pre
maturely with great loss to the investors. This can
not be avoided as. people encash the certificates only 
when they are very badly in need of money. With 
mounting taxation, increased cost of living, falling 
of the purchasing power of the rupee and wide
spread unemployment, people are obliged to live 
on their pa~t savings. 

PUBLIC AND P_RIVA TE SECTORS 
While all paper -mills in the country have been 

paying very handsome dividends to their sharehd-
ders as below: · 

India Paper Pulp Co. 1 0% 
Mysore Paper 1 0% 
Orient Paper 15% 
Sri Go pal Paper I 5% 
Bengal Paper 1 3% 
Straw Products 1 0% 
Titaghur Paper · 24% 

the NEPA mills of the public sector in Madhya 
Pradesh have sustained loss of rupees One crore 
and 73 lakhs during the last three years. This 
shows how efficiently o.ur nationalized industries are 
run by politicians and bureaucrats. 

CORRUPTION NOW DIFFICULT TO STEM 
M. J. KANETKAR AT GONDIA 

Gondia: Mr. M. ]. Kanetkar, the veteran Con
gress man of Nagpur, addressing the NMD College 
students here said during the 12 years of Congress 
administration, corruption was rampant in the coun
try.. The socalled leaders were befooling the com
mon people and filling up their own ~offers. He 
particularly referred to the Central Excise and 
Sales Tax departments where, he said, the Govern
ment employess were advancing their own in
tererts and jeopardising even the administrative 
machinery. It was difficult to stem the torrent of 
corruption _and immorality in Indian administration 
today he added. _ 

INDONESIAN MINISTER ON CHINA 
Jakarta: Indonesian Foreign Minister Dr. Suban

dria, expressed Surprise here over. the obvious con-. 
tradiction in Communist China's professions and 



practices in relation to friendly countries. He re
vealed that inspite of his attempts to persuade Chou
en lai that the Chinese residents in .Indonesia w~re 
essentially capitalists_ and had nothm~ to do ~th 
China's communists ideology, the Chmese Premier 
insisted, that the Chinese ~esiden.ts ~n .lndc;mesi_a 
needed protection. There •s an md1cahon m h1s 
fpeech that the Indonesian Government will ~xte~d 
its field of operations again~t Chinese nahona s, 
fthould Red China insist on interfering with Indo
nesian measures to break the stranglellold of Chin
ese citizens on the country~ s economy. 

CHINESE BID TO WIPE OUT TIBETAN RACE 
DALAI TELLS JURIST COMMITTEE 

Mussoorie: The Dalai Lima today repea_ted his 
charges of genocide and suppression ot human 
t-i"'hts in. Tibet by the Chinese Government, and 
said that there was no way other than legal and 
moral means of stopping them. · 

In a -prepared statement before the legal en~uiry 
committee on Tibet constituted by the International 
Commission of Jurists, the Dalai Lama said that with 
a view to destroying the Tibetan race, the Chinese 
had resorted to sterilization of men and women. 

He eaid that there were among the Tibetan 
refugees in India, about ten who had been subjected 

· to castration and sterilization and they could be 
medically examined to prove his statement. 

The Dalai Lama diedosed that about 10,000 
children in Tibet were deported to China. 

Besides the chairman, Purushotamdas Tricumdas, 
seven out of eleven members of the committee were 
present, representing India (two) Ceylon, Ghana. 
Thailand, Malaya and the Philippines, Burma and 
Norway were absent. -

SWAT ANTRA PARTY URGES STEPS 
TO EXPEL CHINESE 

Vijayawada: The Andhra Pradesh Swatantra 
Party Executive, at its first meeting here, adopted 
a resolution calling on the Central Government to 
take immediate steps to expel the Chinese intruders 
from Indian soil. 

In another resolution, the Executive said that the 
Planning Commissions' "Passion" for centralised 
planning, had gone to such extremes as to encroach 
upon the constitutional autonomy of the States. 

It expresse~ the view that planning in a free 
democratic country should aim at only promoting 
the efforts of the public for national development 
and not weaken or destroy them. · 

A resolution on co-operatives said the Indian co
operative movement was in danger of being turned 
into a "handmaid'' of the ruling party by its inter
ference in the day-to-day organisational, managerial 
and member-management relations. 

THE SWAT ANTRA PARTY IN MYSORE 

I. In Madras State, Mr. C. Rajagopalachari 
himself is touring the interior and organising district 
centres. Professor Ranga sometimes accompanies 
him. The response is steady; politically conscious 
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ranks of the people are coming forward to enroll 
themselves and are making contributions to the 
party funds in a significant measure. . At Coimba
tore a purse of Rs. 20,000/,- was presented to Rajaji. 
Rajaji has set. himself the goal of a million mem
bers before he goes to Delhi. 

2. Delhi has started a Centre with Sardar Lal 
Singh, ex-Director of Agriculture in the Punjab and 
(President of the All India Agricultural Federation 
that sponsored the Swatantra Party) as the chair
man and has gathered an influential nucleus. 

3. In Mysore State there were two conventions 
in the course of the last fortnight, cne at Saklespur, 
a taluk town in the malnad or forest covered High 
lands in the \Vest full of coffee plantations. 

In Saklespur, there was a good gathering of a 
couple of hundreds inspite of the remotene~s of the 
place. Mr. Ganapaiya a local planter took the 
lead in orgamsing the convention Mr. B. V. Naraya 
Reddy, retired General Manager of the l\1ysore Bank 
from Bangalore, gave the chief address. Mr. Reddy 
has been expressing himself in favour of private en
terprise for some years now ha's made no !lecret 
of his district of Government interference in eco· 
nomic affairs on principle as also of his adverse 
criticism of the corruption of the present adminis
tration at many levels. 

He is an acquisition to the party. He is a clear 
writer and forceful speaker and has a fund of prac
tical experience that will stand the party in good 
stP.ad in the coming years. One of the chief con· 
tributions of the party to the political life of the 
country would be a sounder administration free from 
dodrinaire sloganised approaches and from corrup
tion rePulting from the· interference of party men 
in official business. In this reform. ex-administrators 
that abound in the new party will play a significant 
role. 

4. North Mysore-Karnatak. A Convention was 
held in Sirsi, North Mysore, at which Mr. Jinarai:.. 
Hegde, one of the two secretaries of the All-India 
Party gave the inaugural address. He is the found
ing secretary of the All-India Agricultural F edt"ra
·tion. The principal political figure of North K!'lrn~
tak is Rao Bf1adur B. L Patil, Bar-at-law who or
E.ani~ed the Sirsi convention and presided over it. 
Bclgaum, Hubli and Dharwar are included in this 
area. Mr. Hegde emphasised the totalitarian trend~ 
of the ruling party especially in the matter of land 
reforms with their ceilings and cooperative farming 
and pointed to the provision for compulsion in the 
land reforms Bill in Mysore and in the Bomba)" 
Cooperative Act. 

A Bangalore Obserw: r 

The following books have been added to the 
R. L. Foundation Library, Arya Bhuvan, Sandhuut 
Road, Bombay 4. 

Natural Resources and Population of India: hy 
Wadia, P. A. 

Theory of Pubrc Finance: by 1\lu!grave, Richard A. 
Modem Forma of Government: by Stewart. Michael 
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Landmarka of Tomorrow: by Drucker, Peter F. 
Secret Name: Soviet Record 1917-1958: by Yutang, 

Lm. . 
World Main Since 1919: by Wales, Pater. 
Control of the Purse: by Einzig, Paul. 
l:uropcaa Organisations: by Political and Economic 

Planning. 
New Fabian Colon.ial Essays: by Jones, Arthu~ 

Creech (Ed). 
Evolution of Culture: by White, Leslie A. 
Diplomacy of lnc:lia: by Berkes, Ross N. & Bedi 

Mohinder S. 
India's North-East Frontier in the Nineteenth Cen

tury: by Elwin, Verrier (Ed). 
Socialism in Southern Asia: by Rose, Saul. 
Indian Muslims: Political History (1858-1947): by 

Gopal, Ram. 
Kanhoji Angrey: Maratha Admiral: by Malgonkar, 

Manohar. 
Greater IDusion: by Alfora. F. S. 
This Matter of Mind: by Kirman, Brian H. 
Cry out of the Depths: by Duhamel Georges. 
Natural Ec:ooomic ~: hy Gesell, Silvio. 
Approach to Statistics: by Prasad, Jagdish & Pal-

sule, N. R. 
Approach to Labour Problems: by Misra A. P. 
Century of Social Service 1859-1959: oy Lipman, 

V. D. . 
Allocation of "Economic Resources: by Abramovitz, 

Moses and others. 
Long View and the Short: by Viner, Jacob. · 
D.esign of Development: 6y Tinhergen, Jan. 

Letter to the Editor .. 
THE BIG CLASH 

Madam, The recent EXPANSION of China thru 
the vast and sparsley populated Tibet-Conquest 
11.nd Consolidation-and encroaching on the -s-orders 
of India, the real fdea being to SEAL IT OFF from 
foreign help being rushed to it, China must have 
anticipated that India having thousands of years of 
Religious, Cultural and other connections with Tibet 
would be CERTAIN to rush neip; but . when it 
was found that India remained passive, the Chinks 
became bold and impudent towards the Non-violent 
and Panch Sheela principles of India and defied 
her as well as World Opinion, for which she had 
never cared uptil now, l>egan consolidating her 
gains and have DEMANDED more. 

Also it seems to me that big GURU Ruski had 
instruded CHELA Chink to expand and CONSO
LIDATE right up to Hunza and North-east Afgha
nistan and join forces and remain in constant CON
TACT to counter-act against the Bases suppsed to 
J.ave been built there by the CENTO and SEA TO 
against the Soviet infilterations. 

Regd. No. B 6520 

But to me it seems that Messrs. Krukshev & Co. 
after having visited the United States of America 
have come to REALIZE that the Yankee is not a 
bad fellow after all and that they (Soviet) have 
made a BLUNDE.R by giving the Go-ahead Signal 
and UNLEASHING THE YELLOW PERIL. 

Now, after mature thought, they must have con· 
eluded that this unleashing ot the YELLOW PERIL 
WOULD ONE DAY R£1:30UND AND HIT ALL 
THE COUNTRIES IN WHICH RUSSIA HAS 
CONSOLIDATED ITS INFLUENCE AFTER SO 
MANY YEARS OF HARD AND DIRTY WORK 
AND MOST CERTAINLY THESE YELLOW
HORDES WILL OVER-RUN THESE COUNTRIES 
AND IF BAULKED WILL OVER-RUN TURKES
TAN, MONGOLIA AND EVEN SOUTH-EAST 
RUSSIA. 

What a BOOMERANG, for instead of expand
ing and consolidating her own conquests, Russia 
will have her work cut-off in defending her own 
Empire against the YELLOW -PERIL which she had 
nurtured and Armed to frighten the WEST and 
other weak-kneed Nations} 

I am ABSOLUTELY SURE that just as a few 
of the Western Allies (European) are kicking-up 
a row, France in particular, for being debarrecJ from 
the ATOMIC-CLUB, so will China break-up her 
connections with the Soviets and I won't be far 
wrong in PROPHESISING that within a decade by 
1970 we will see the BIG CLASH BETWEEN THE 
GURU AND CHELA, hoth Commies. I am SURE 
that the West will come to help the Ruskies and 
then and then only the world will get REAL PEACE 

. AND PROSPERITY. 

Poona. Homi Driver 

THE DUNCAN ROAD FLOUR MILLS 
Have you tried the Cow Brand flour manu· 
factured by the Duncan Road Flour Mills~ 
Prices are economical and only the best grains 
are ground. The whole production process 
is automatic, untouched by hand and hence 
our produce is the cleanest and the most 
sanitary, 

:§ 

~-~ 
Write to: 

The Manager 
DUNCAN ROAD . .FDOUR MILLS 

BOMBAY 4. 
Telephone: 80205 Telegram: LOTEW ALLA 
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